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P. 0. Box 5496
North Little Rock, Arkansas 72115
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CALENDAR

FEBRUARY
YWA Focus Week
VBS Clinic, Fordyce
Executive Board Meeting and
Brotherhood Rally, Sherwood
Youth Music Retreat
State Choir Clinic
Bible · Conference, JacksonVIile
Second Baptist

THE YOUm OF YOUR CHURCH
CAN BENEFIT FROM THE ASSO·
CIA'tiONAL YOUTI!II MUSIC RETREAT directed by Hoyt Mulkey to
prepare for Music Festival in May.
February 18-19-beginning with evening meal Friday, concluding with noon
meal Saturday, for Junior High and
Senior High boys and girls at Camp
Paron, west of Little Rock-$3.00. includes 3 meals and overnight lodging;
bring . own sheets, blanket, towel, etc.
Bring Youth Festival music if you have
it; otherwise, _it's fu}.'Jlished.
RESEIWATIONS must be in by Feburary 10. Send reservations (with $3
per person) including name, age, school
grade, and name of church to . Bob
Hatzfeld, 1223 Parker, NLR 72114.

NEWS OF ASSOCIATIONAL
INTEREST
Graves Memorial Baptist voted to
purchase nine acres with a dwelling adjacent to the church for further expansion, subject to securing the necessary
finances.
First Baptist Church, ;NLR, made
'awards recently to Mrs. J. C. Darby for
11 years perfect Sunday School attendance; H. N. Wright and Diane Esch,
six years attendance, and J~mes Esch,
five years perfect attendance.
Robert McDaniel, pastor of Liberty
Baptist Church, in Little River Association, 'W8.8 orV&ined January 30 to the
ministry by Pike Avenue Baptist. Rob~
ert is a sophomore at Ouachita.
W. ·J. Waymack, Assoeiational Sunday School Superintendent, reported
only . 97 in attendance at . the recent
A Sunday School Rally at Bar~g Cross
. . Baptist Church, with 16 churches represented. He. asks that each church plan
now to have a good representation at
the next Rally, which will be, April 18th
at Levy Baptist.
'

F~BRUARY

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING

ASSOCIATIONAL DIBBCTOBY
.
MODERATOR-Rev. .:J. C. llyen, Pint
Baptist. NLR
Vke Moderator--BeY. :JadE U'l'blptoll,
Gravel Ridp Baptist, NLB
Clerk- Mrs. Betty Wel~k. ShenrOOCMI Fint
Baptist

Trellllllrer--Jin. 'l'. -A.
Baptiat Ckareh, NLB
Historian-Rev. W. B.

Ridce, NLR

3, 1966

·

Speneer,
O'Neal,

Firat
Graft)

NUMBER 5 .

TREASURER'S REPORT

January 17th.
December 20, 19&5
Meeting held at Baring Cross Baptist
Cash Balance ______.L...--$2,248.60
on Jan. 17 preceding the Sunday School
Offerings Dec. 20, 1966-Jan. 17, 1966 :_
Rally, with Rev. J. 0. Myers, ModeraAmboy
226.75
tor, presiding. Minutes of previous meetBaring Cross
227.18
ing and treasurer's report; were preBayou Meto ---·
23.00
sented and approved as \read. Letters
16.00
were read from ·the Nebraska mission Berea
35.58
sites acknowled~g receipt if checks, Bethany
84.35
which were appreciated. Letter read Calvary
33.00
from Sunday School Board stated that Cedar Heights
A. W. Upchurch has again received the Central -- - - - - - - - - 100.00
17.49
highest possible rating for the Asso- Crystal Valley
First Church, NLR
287.50
ciational Minutes. Hugh Cantrell has
25.00
r6quested time at one of the rallies to 47th Street - - - - - - -'--~---·-._
.
21.74
address the pastors concerning his wor}{ Grace·
G:tavel Ridge
· lf71.22
at th~ Arkansas Baptist School. Lawson
Graves Memorial
55.00
Hatfield will discuss new material for
8.42
the Oct.-Nov.-Dec. quarter at a meeting Harmony
- - - - ,..-- - ·
27.00
May lOth at Immanuel Bapt~t. Dr. Highway
3.42
Whitlow sends thanks to the Associa- Hill Top ..225.69
tion for making it possible to speak on Levy
10.75
Morrison Chapel - ·
March 21st. on cooperative funds.
70.00
. Rev. George Pirtle brought a report .Pike Avenue
12.37
from the State Stewardship Planning Remount ,__.,..-----~
30.04
Committee, challenging each church to Runyan Chapel - - . - - - 48.48
reach the 10 percent increase for the 2nd, Jacksonville
41.&5
cooperative program to help support Sherwood
16th Street .,....-----~~--·-··12.0S
our colleges.
-------··--·
4.00
Rev. Tucker stated that the Missions Stanfill
40.10
Committee would bring the recommen- Sylvan Hills _ . __ _:____
50.50
da.tion at the next Executive Meeting Zion Hill ~
that the Association consider the purchaSe of a portable chapel for the use
Total Offerings ··········-·--··· $1,908.40
Total Funds Available . __,. .. $4,152.00
of the Association.
· Bro. O'Neal stated that there -would DISBURSEMENTS:
be published this fall "The First Five · American National BankYears of our History."
Lakewood
.:,_. .
--·-' "600.00
83.33
Rev. Dorris has received word that · L.R. Bap.tist Student Union _.:
the Valentine church in Nebraska has Home Mission Board, Pastoral Aid
seeured' a pastor, but will need supple37.50
in Mich.-Jan. - - - - - mental salary, adding that Pike Av.enue Runyan Baptist Chapel, Pastoral
Aid-J·a n. .
37.50
Baptist is helping support the ch~ch,
and perhaps ·other churches can help on Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine-:
Jan.
·
.
17.50
a temporary basis. · Meeting adjourned
Mrs. Betty Welch, Assn. Sec'y,
with prayer.
Postage
···--·-----80.00
N.L.R. Rubber Stamp Co., Assn.
Stamp
2.89
First Baptist Church, NLR
Phone calls _ _. _. _,__..:......,.._
4.73
.g P E CIA L
ANNOUNCEMENT
Total Disbursements . ·--·-··$ 863.45
FROM THE MISSIONS COMMITJanuary 17, 1966 Cash Balance ..$3,288.55
TEE: At our next Executive Board
Firs't Federal Savings Account $5,000.00
meeting the Missions Committee
Dividend 12-31-65 - - - 18.75
will present a recommendation that
the Association purchase a poria:ble
Total ·
· $5.01,8.75
building for mission pu~
Balance on Lakewood
Property
-··-·-·-··-·-·-··-$37,147.92
Mrs. T. A. Spencer, Treasurer

IN THIS ISSUE:

personally speaking
Pew, pew, pew! ·
RECENTLY I was with a preacher friend as he went
for a speaking engagement to one, of our Ark<msas col-.
leges. Although it was not one of our Baptist colleges,
the students acted like us Baptists, making a rush for the
back seats! When all were seated, there were many rows
of ·empty seats immediately ip. front of the speaker's'
platform.
·
The only response of the speaker .to a rather glowing
introduction I gave him was to stand briefly before the
microphone of the public-address system and announce in
obvious disgust: ••I am going to sit down and giv~ you
time to move to the front. When you have moved, I'll
speak." . And he sat down!
·
'
There was a moment's hesitation and then the whole
student ~y· m~ved forwa.n l. Bea~ing appreci<rtion,
my friend. ~hen began his addr.ess with warm. worP,s of
appreciation that went far toward "¥iping. out· any res.eritment he had stirred. Soon the students w~re "eating _out
of his hand.';

· DESPITE snow and ice, attendance w~ -good at tbi$
year's Evangelism. Conference at G~ines St!eet Ch~.
Little Rock. Those of you who were. unable to be
won't want to miss the -outstanding address ·by Dr. C. ,
Caldwell on "The Divine Side of Proclamation and Witnessing," and those who heard it will want to read it~ ·.
pages. 6-8.

• • •

-

FURTHER coverage of the Conference will be found
in the Arkansas news pages, beginning on page 10, and
on the editorial page, page 3.

• • •

CONTINUING a series of highly interesting artides
:m the beginnings of the ·Southern Baptist Convention,
Dr. B. K. Selph in "Beacon Lights," page 9, today looks
at the ·attitudes of Baptists on slavery.

• • •

LITTLE Rock is fortunate in· becoming headquarters for two workers with young people_ Windy Burke
(page 11) is the student director for the city, and Shirley
Williams (page lO) joins the state WMU staff as Girl~t'
Auxiliary director.

• • •

BAD weather furnishes a good time-out in the busi.
.
ness of living; says Harriet Hall. "Feminine Philosophy/'
'~You can't do much good as a speaker if your
audience is not with you -and helping you," said my' page 19, sugges.ts that we need a daily time-0\It for rest,
friend to me after the chapel service and as we were · on for meditation and for spiritual inventory.
our way to still another eqgagement,
One thing I noticed was that my friend wol;lld never
FROM all. over Arkansas letters come to us on many
begin to· speak on· any occasion without first saying to subjects-On issues confronting Southern Baptists and
the group he was addressing: " I. need :your help. Will Arkansas Baptists today, on matters of spiritual concern,
each of you pray· for me while _I speak;"
on young men available for pastorates, and on many
My friend is a great man of ·prayer. He kn,ows there other interesting and vital topics. We direct yOJu attenare incalculable blessings that come through p:r:aye'r: But tion to our "Letters,'' pages 4-5, 18..
he confessed to me that. there are some very desirable side
•
benefits ·from leading a congregation to pray for the
C~VER story, page 9.
speaker.

• • •

• •

~

Arhllaf Baptist-=·_...:.:._.

''People cannot pray for the speaker and be hostile
to him, all at the same time," he said. ''And people cannot be praying for· the speaker and be talking_ among
HHfl4mfJOOLJLAB
. -------- --{f·(j'-- -themselves. Neither can they sJeep while they pray!"
Just a few in a _c ongregation who 'are openly hostile
· to the speaker can greatly hurt the spirit of the service.
There are many ways to show opposition. Of course,
sitting far to the rear when there are seats up front, is
·one way, Other ways,. pften indulged in .by those seated
fartherest out, .include ·yawning every little while, looking
at one's wat~. dozing, talking· to someone, reading a
book,. writ~ng, doodling, sitting directly behind a post or
somebody else so the· speaker· cannot see your face., or
doing just anything but listeu.i ng. prayerfully. ·
One of the hardest assignmentsjs that of preaching to
a congregation· that does not want to feel any involvement
along with the preacher.
\

~,., ..~.,(.A~,.<1
Page Jwo
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Good conference
750-inillionth'
.
. Bible .
A REMARKABLE Bible was given to President
Lyndon B. Johnson the other day by representatives of
the American Bible Society. The distinctiveness of this
particular Bible was not in its content. Bibles are all
alik.e in that regard. But this one was the 750-millionth
Bible to be published by ABS· since it began operation
150 years ago.
What a glorious service to the world has been provided
and rontinues to be provided by this Society. Today it
has Bibles or portions of ~he Scriptures in circulation
around the world and in more than a thousand tongues.
This is cause for genuine thanksgiving and an encouragement for all who will to continue to support the Bible
Society.
·
'

GOD'S goodness to us does not hinge on fair weather.
·This was brought home last week as the annual Evangelism Conference was conducted in Little Rock in the
face of wintery blasts that glazed the state's highways
with ice and snow. Fortunately, many Conference attenders arrived here ahead of the ice. Ironically, many
in the Little Rock area, not starting as early as those
from distances, found themselves trapped ·in their homes·
and had to miss much or all of the sessions.
On the whole, the Conference, presided over by Jesse
Reed,. secretary of evangelism, was .well attended. The
au.ditorium of the Gaines Street Church was about twothirds full for most of the sessions.
Since the Conference messages are to be published in
book form, we •are making no effort to give extensive
coverage at this point. An announcement about the book
and how it can be ordered now from Baptist Book Store
will be found elsewhere in this paper.

There is a sense in which eyery Bible is a rare book.
Regardless of the age or the binding, the Bible is God's
inspired word. We need to read it as nothing else that has
If the Conference did not set attendance records, in
ever been printed. For back of the printed word of GO<l
the face of the winter storm, it certainly was not lacking
is the living Word, the One who is the Life and Light
in- inspiration. There were many indications of the presof the world.
ence of the Lord as larg~ numbers of those attending
Let us pray that the President's new Bible will be far rededicated themselves to th,e high calling of serving the
Lord. The "showers of blessing" experienced in the
more than a curio.
Conference -impressed many as being like rain that breaks
a long drought. We believe the benefits of this Conference to the Lord's work will be bearing "abundant
harvest" for a long time to come.
•
•

Interest, mt,sstons

The sermon of Dr. C. W. ·Caldwell, .soon to retire as
superintendent ~f missions and evangelism, was especially
WHO would ever have thought that Southern Bap- .timely, While it; too, will be published in the upcoming
tist Churches actually pay out q1ore interest on building book, along with the matchless messages of Criswell,
loans th~n the total they give to world missions? Yet, l)iat Howard, Linusey. and Riddle, we could not resist the
was the case for the year of 1964 (the latest for which impulse to publish a digest of it. You will find it in this
statistics are in), reports Dr. Ralph Douglas, in the .i!?SUe,
Executive Board column in this issue of our paper. This
almost strikes you as being a modem· version of the
crumbs that dropped from the rich man's table to
Lazarus, does it not?
Of course, what the church does budget-wise always

gets back to what Mr. and Mrs. Average Baptist do about

WHEN this editor was supplying for a church un a
their personal budget. It ought to shock us into taking a recent Sunday, he was introduced as "Brother McDonald
·hard look. at our church giving..:...to see if it is what i~ from the Sunday School Board." It is inevitable that the
ought to be- when we face up to the fact that every one Sunday Schoql Board of the Southern Baptist Convenof us fares far more sumptuously every day than did the ·tion should loom large in the vision of Southern Baprich man whose crumbs fed Lazarus.
tists. In the business of publishing books a:r:td nearly a
But the proportion of the church budget that gets hundred periodicals, along with operating a network. of
out to the dying people in foreign lan<ls is determined Baptist Book Stores and the Baptist Assemblies, the
on one thing more than the budgets of the church mem- SSB is · tied in with about everything we do. Last year
and their giving to the church. That is, how the the Board's sales totaled more than $30 million. All of
church members vote in determining what . the churc.h this, above the cost of operation, goes back into a total
budget item shall be for. world missions as compared with o~ .17 education and service programs for Southern Baphow much ill being expended for local church buildings. tists.
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fellowship has evolved from something
that is not nearly so clear-cut ·and dogmatic in the Scriptures. Any time we
take each other to task on issues that
must ultimately be dedded on emotional and/ or traditional bases, we ha
strayed from "the· high calling of Go
in Christ Jesus" that has made us the
most effecti~e propagators of the gospel in the world today ..• · .
We will have reached a new low when
TBE opeiUnlr and 11entenee structure in thh
ministrator who· was not directly com· we're known as the denomination that
department are thoae of the writers. The only
·by
Jesus
Christ
himself
to
missioned
editine of letters to the editor io the writin• of
baptise· believers. This question of "au- fancies that fres~ baptismal waters
headlines and, oceaalonally, deletion of parte that
are not reearded ao -tial.
thority" to bapt!se is the one big issue erase any possibilitY... of erroneous docin this question of "alien'' Immersion. trine creeping into our cliurches mtd
Baptist fellowship
Jesus did not leave His sacred busi- that to police the Lord's table is an effective means to an as yet undefined
THIS makes two <;>{·us who apparently ness in the ha:pq.s of promiscuous char- ~~
.
do not ~ieve in alien immersion but do acters, .b.ut he organized the New TestaCongratulations on the excellent job
ment
Church,
composed
first
of
the
not think it should be made a test of
you're doing in serving as a forum at
feliowship .in the association or the con- Apostles, and committed His "authority"
vention·. That may not be very logical, to them and their successors to carry out what has proved to be a semi-dritical
time for Arkansas Baptists.-Reuben
but that .is my position, also. Frankly, His commands throughout all nations as
Setlif~, 101 Whiting, Galv!!ston, Texas
I am quite opposed to accepting immer- long as the world stands.
If Baptist Churches are New TestasAon from non-Baptist groups, but I do
not think we can· afford to let this split ment Churches then Baptist Churches 'Ruffled feathers'
the ·s outhern Baptist Convention. After 'retain the only "authority" to adminMR. Flynt [See article by William
all, Southern Baptists are not all agreed ister New T~stament baptism. Any T. Flynt, our issue of Jan. 6, pages 6
about a lot of other things, but .they do Baptist preacher who does not believe and 7.-Editor] sllrely is an educated
wprk together.-,-_:~!;. S. James; Editor, that, ana· .who conducts his practices ac- man to be able to be pastor of such a
cordingiy by accepting "alien'' baptism great chlirch, but I would like to point
Qa~tist ' Standard, Dallas, Tex.
at the hands 'of unauthorized admin- out his wrong use of the word re-dipped.
istrators has forsaken the "authority"
I can remember when we once had
<;ln church authority ·
of Jesus committed ,strictly . to His co~s on our farm, and there was a law
I AM df!lighted with your editorial in Churches.
passed which compelled every one to
your pap~r of Jan. 20th entitled, "Our
No ·Baptist Pastor 'ever · gained any take their cows to the dipping vat, to
Orthodoxy." You have settled my ''won- thing by ac·ceptiiig "'alien" · baptism; be dipped. After the initial dipping
dering" about your personal position on BUT, on the other..hand; by doing so, they had to be re-dipped once a month.
·;~~en.'' }Japj;ism and "closed" commun-. he aciolowledges that· .a .Baptist Church
Now there is a difference in dipping
ion. I am sure this "wondering" on my has no more "authority" for its exist- cattle and baptising professed Chrispart, and others, has arisen froni the ence. than any othe'r modern· religious -tians, even though both of them are
wide publicity in your paper of the denomination. By what other claim can immersed. It seems to me that Mr.
Views of the. "opposition!" .
he call himself a Baptist?
Flynt must have a better command of
You make a statement in your ediThere is another very serious aspect the English language than to use the
torial-in your attempt to by-pass or to· this whole discussion which involves word re-dip when lie means re-baptise.
condone the position of otherS-which the preacher himself. If he discards the
I am an old fashioned "dyed in the
I .want to help you . with, and this "authority" of· a B·a ptist .C hurch on the wool" Baptist and it ruffles my feathstatement .fs: also u's ed by others wlio issue· of baptism then where does that ers mightly, for one to lul flippant in
acoept ''alien!' .ini.mersio.n as a justjf,ica- place his credentials·. of prdina~n? He any religious matter.
tion for their act. ·Your statement is is a preacher by "authority" of a Bap-Mrs. Frank Overstr~et
this: ''There are actual examples in the tist Church in ordaining ·him. Why does
Route .2 Box 23
New Testament, as some have pointed Church. "authority'' mean NOTHING to
Fordyce, Arkansas
out, in the discussion we have carried him in one respect while it means
in the paper, of believers baptism being EVERYTHING to him as an o;rdained
Plowed field
administered other than on the author- preacher?
THE big hassle over "open community of a local Church-Phillip and the
-Selsus E. Tull,
Ethiopian Eunuch, Peter and Cornelius
Pine Bluff, Arkansas ion" and "alien immersion" has cultifor instance."
·
REPLY: Correction at one point. Was vated the soil around the roots of two
You, and others, are wrong in this not th~ Philip who won and baptized doctrines held in high regard by many
illustration in the fact that you over- the eunueh "deaeon" Philip of Acts 6:5 Christians. Some other doctrines, · held
with similar endearment and used by
look WHO did the baptising. Jesus gave rather than Apostle Philip?
the "authority" to baptise to the Apos.And many of us believe the Great New Testament heroes in comparable.
ties. They received that "authority" di- Commission was not to the Apostles 's ituations, have been omitted entirely
rectly from Jesus in 'the Great Commis- only but to all diseiples of all ·genera- ·or have been allowed only a featherlight touch on the immersion-communsian, · as recorded . in Matt. 28:16-20. · tions.- ELM
ion problems.
Phillip' was an Apostle, and he had the·
To this layman, it is time for an ex·
"authority" to baptise that Ethopian, 'Russellville Issue'
amination· of the problem through the
even bi the roadside, directly from
THANK you for the publication of · lens of these doctrines, namely, (A) The
Je.sus. Peter was an Apostle, and he
had the "authority" to baptise Cor- the refreshing letter from Morris L . . priesthood-competency of the believer,
nelius and his household djrectly from Smith, First Church, Morrilton. ·The (B) The "Fellowship'' Aspects of the
Jesus. Paul was an Apostle, and he had perspective and spirit he proposes Church, (C) The bride-bridegroom anthe "authority" to baptise Lyda and the strikes me as being the best that's yet alogy of the Church-Christ relationshi
Phillipian Jailer directly from Jesus.
been said on the ''Russellville is.sue."
On a preliminary look, using the King
Though a displaced 'Arkansan for the James Version, these points presen'
You will find no instance in the New
Testament of the baptising of any in- present, my diSappointments are similar themselves, -in the "non-traditional" side
_d ividual who was not bapt~sed by an ad- to those of Rev. Smith-tluit a .test of of the disc{w;ion:

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

the people SPEAK

Page Four
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(A) Acts 8:5 ff. Phillip was in Samaria, working in a revival, not as a .
missionary from the Jerusalem church,
but as a fugitive from persecution. He
was told, not by the revival team nor
the Samaria congregation, but by an
angel, to go down to the Jerusalem-Gaza
expressway,· to talk to a- eunuch as it
turned out. On the eunuch's acknowledgement that "Jesus Christ is the Son
of Go<J." Phillip immersed him. Apparently the test of appropriateness for
the baptism was the believing, not necessarily the administratol', nor the au.thorization.
Acts 9:36 to 10:48. Peter was in the
home ·of Simon, a 'tanner, (who, under
Jewish law may have been ceremonially
unclean) and had his "great vessel" experience. He also got a personal invitation to witness to a Gentile Army officer;
On the descent of the Holy Spirit on
the. Gentiles, Peter "commanded them ·
to be baptized." ·
·
I Corinthians 11 :28 certainly leaves
the testing to the participant, not to
the deacon serving nor the church obserVing. To me, this reads as though a
deacon, who ·is· Sf!rving the elements of
the Lord's Supper, may serve any person without damage to himself, his pas~
tor, his church, or his Christ; but woe
to the "unworthy" participant.
These instances appear to support
the priesthood-competency of the believer idea.
(B) ft is a known fact that the interpretation of any Bible-passage. may
differ within a family, or within and
·between two churches. My church family, and my personal famlly, hold differing views on the observance of the
Lord's Supper. Differences occur on the
better service at which to observe the
Memorial, and the frequency desired,
and who may appropriately join in the
observance. Yet, in spite of the divergence of opinions in these areas, we still
feilowship in prayer, Bible Study, worship, missionary effort, benevolences,
and even in "remembering the Lord
Jesus," as we fellowship in the Memorial Supper. A church is first, before all
else, a fellowship of competent individ.uals, practicing the priesthood of the
believer in a group.
(C) Ephesians and other references
use the .b ride-bridegroom analogy as illustrative of the relationship between
Christ and the church. The current
squabble is certainly within the framework of human experience with engaged,
. - newly-married, or those of us who are
of longer years marital experience.
··Most of our homes are happy, effective, functional, and successful to the
degree we stress our mutual desires,
mutual aims, and mutual problems. We
get unhappy, become ineffective, approach failure, and stop all constructive
•
functions as we emphasize our differ•
ences.
-Nelson B. Eubank

;R.F.D. 7
Pine Bluff, Arkansas
(CoJltinued on page 18)
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Faces-with-names
BY HAZEL BORLAND

Hazel Borland, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Borland,
of Eudora, Ark., is one of the first missio-nary journeymen of the
Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board. She teaches English in
Pooi To Girls' Middle School, Hong Kong. (M~onary joo:rneymen
are Bing~ college graduates employed by the Foreign Mission
Board to serve overseas for two years.)
THERE they were-14 smiling, sleepy faces.
I was going on a picnic -.qith another missionary journeyman
and 14 lovely girls from Henrietta School (Baptist school). We
met early in the morning at the ferry. After
introductions all around, those faces became faceswith-names.
We had such a good time. After a long bus
ride, we hiked, sang, played games, and, mostly,
ate. The girls were very good about using their
English with us.
Only half the girls are Christians, and even
fewer come from Christian homes. One named
Ruth asked if I knew the story of Ruth in the
Bible. Before I could answer, she said, "Miss Borland, are you a Christian?" She then told me of her mother, who
is not a Christian and thinks Christianity foolishness. "Please
pray for her," Ruth added.
Another girl was quite curious to know if the members of my
family are all Christians. When I assured her they are, she said,
"You are very lucky. My family are not Christians·. They worship
in the old Chinese way. I wish they were as happy in Jesus as I am."
On the ride home it occurrea to me that the faces-withnames had become personalities. In a few hours I had come to
know the needs and desires of these girls.
That one day seems to sum up my whole experience of
becoming acquainted with people in Hong Kong. It reminded me
of the reason I am in Hong Kong: I love the Lord. I love those
girls. The Lord loves them. And I want to help them know and
love the Lord.

ORDER THIS BOOK NOW!
AS previously announced, the messages given at the Arkansas
State Evangelism Conference last week are being published in a
book on the theme, "A Church Praclaiming and WitnesBing." The
book, edited ~Y .E rwin L. McDonald, is to be off the press of
Baker Book House by next fall. It will be _approximately 125
pages and will sell for $2.50. During the Evangelism Conference
. a total of 26.9 pre-publication orders were taken at a special price
of $2 plus sa~es tax. Now this special offer is being extended
through Februa:r:y. Send your check for $2.06 to Baptist Book
Store, 408 Spring, 'Little Rock, Ark., and reserve your copy.. Ask
for it under the title, "A Church Proclaiming and Witnessing."

THE DIVIN·E· SIDE
o ·F PR·OCLA·MA·TION
A·N -D WITNESSING
BY DR. C. W. CALDWELL
JONAH 3:2
..

II TIMOTHY 4 :1, 2

[Extract' of QAidress be/ore Evange,lism Conference,
Little Rock]

THE responsibility of proclaiming the gospel message and bearing a personal witness for Christ rests
upon every Christian. Evangelism is not a preacher's
task alone. It belongs to all the redeemed-· preachers
and laymen alike. To ·many people "to · preach"
always means to deliver a sermon to an audience,
but this is not true in the New Testament. The
word preach has several meanings. It means "to .
preclaim" as heralds with the consciousness that
one is speaking in God's name. It means "to. talk"
in an easy conversational method about Christ. It
means "to reason" as Paul diq when Felix trembled.
It means "to announce glad tidings" as, "the. poor
have the gospel preached unto them." It means "to
testify" or "to witness" as to what one has personally experienced and knows about Christ. It means
"to teach" or to. cause one to understand. It means
"to exhort" or "to entreat" in an effort to secure a
decision.

· · In discussing this subject: . "The Divine Side of
Proclamation and Witnessing," I woul<J call your attention to four divine assets for :ptinisters. They are:
1.· We have received a divine eall; 2. We have been
given a divine book; 3. We are members of a divine
fellowship ; and 4. we are blessed with a divine
Paraclete.

Preachers are called of 1God. Paul was convinced
that the Lord. had called him to be a preacher. He
said he was '.'called to be an apostle, separated unto
the ·gospel of God." Anania!f had some misgivings
about Paul until the Lord said; "He is. a chosen vessel unto me to bear my name before the Gentiles and ·
kings and the children of Israel." The proclamation
of the gospel is dependent largely upon preaching, for
God has ordained "by the foolishness of preaching
to save them that believe."
If we are not convinced that God called us into
the ministry, we should get out of the pulpit and
Thus we see that laymen, · women and young take · our place with the iaymen.
people ean all be preachers in that they can converse
with people about Christ; they can reason with the
Do you recall how God dealt with you as he
unsaved about becoming, Christians; they can bear called you into the ministry?- When he began to pull
witness as to what Christ means to them ; they can at my heart I eould not understand a wise God wantteach in an effort to get people to know Christ; and . ing someone like me. Years later, lread the explan'athey can entreat people to make a decision for tion it:~: the Bible: "Not many wise are called-God
'Christ.
hath chosen the w~k things";..,(! Cor. 1:26, 27). In
The minister must use all these methods, but he · spite of my ignorance and weakness, I answered
is primarily and preeminently a herald who is con- God's ··call to preach. Oh, what · an h9nor to know
scious -of God's call and feels the responsibility of that· the Creator and Ruler of this vast universe has
delivering God's message.
called us to proclaim His message of redemption. We
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must not fail Him. So, one of the divine sides of
If · you want to see people saved, "preach the
proclamation, for the preacher, .is a divine call.
word." For, "faith cometh by hearing and hearing
by the Word of GQd." But, preach it with simplicity.
It has always been my conviction that the God who Make the plan of salvation plain. Paul reminded the
called us to preach also calls us to the place where Corinthians that he came not unto them with excelwe are to preach. He called Jonah to preach in lency of speech or of wisdom-rather he was deterNinevah. He called Paul to preach in Macedonia. He mined to know nothing save Jesus Christ and Him
will call each of us to the place of His choosing.
crucified. We should never try to display a lot of
On smne doors you will notice the word, "pull." wisdom. The Bible says, "The Lord knoweth the
It seems that some preachers think that to get a call thoughts of · the wise, that they are vain." Don't
to a bigger church you must pull. They line up their preach a sermon just for the sermon's sake. Think
friends and denominational workers to pull for them. first of the souls to be reached, then the sermon to
They are disappointed when the door doesn't open, be preached.
J
and they feel that somebody didn't puir.
Paul lived in a day when it was commendable
On other ' doors you may read "push." Some pas- for public speakers to display ·great eloquence, orators try to get in to chutche1:1 by pushing in. Often- tory and words of ~isdom. He could have matched
times they get in and then, in a few months, beg the wisdom of the philosophers of his day. He knew,
someone to get them ·out.
however, that to use wisdom of words, the cross of
Now, the doors that I like are those that open Christ would be of none effect. It is still true. Take
by an electric eye. You don't pull. You don't push. note how few people are saved under the preaching
If you are going in the right direction and reach a of the pseudo-intellectual who couches his messages
certain spot the door swings open "for your entrance. in high-sounding philosophical terms which are diIf we are where God wants us, gOing · the way he rected to intellectual minds instead of depraved
wants us to go, he will open the door at the right hearts. Such preaching may get a large congregatime. We can be spared a lot of heartaches, trouble tion, but it gets few converts.
and disappointments if we wilL wait for God to open
the. door. He may not always open the door we desire;
but if he opens it, we had better enter. Ask _Jonah!

'

A divine fellowship
A divine book
ANOTHER thing about the pivine side of proclamation is that ·we have. a divine book for our use.
It is the message of this- one book that we are to
proclaim. In. fact, we were not called to make a message, but to carry one. We have no message of our
own. It is our duty to dig out of the Bible God?s messages which are · relevant to the needs of human
hearts. And he has a message for every need.
The Holy Spirit intended, I am sure, that Paul's
charge to Timothy be also a charge to every
preacher : He said, "Preach the word." And we are
~ preach all the word.
Our Lord wants his preachers, like Paul, to
"shun not to declare the whole counsel of God." We
must not grow · anemic churches by serving an unbalanced diet. A chur~h's spiritual power, in large
measure, is in ·proportion to their knowledge and
understanding of the word we are to preach. We are
to preach both the written word and the . Living
Word. It is through the written word that we learn
about the Living Word. And we cannot fully. understand the written word until we know the Living
Word. Then the more we .study the written word,. the
more we see in it the Living Word. And the mor~ we
know al1out the Living Word, the easier it is to
understand the written word-a circle of spiritual
growth.
;'
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ANOTHER asset in proclamation and witnessing
is that .divine fellowship we call the church. ~t is
divine because Christ is its head and the Holy Spirit
its agent. Christians make up its body. It is not an
organization, but an organism. An organism has life
and' that life js the indwelling Spirit. The church is
God's dwelling place. Paul said, "Know ye not that
ye are the temple of God and that the Spirit of God
dwelleth in you?" The Spirit dwells in Christians individually, but when they become united :with the
Chief Cornerstone, the Head of the church, then
- collectively they .become a sanctuary of God. And in
that corporate body the Holy Spirit dwells. Christ
called this body his church; Jesus never used the personal ""my" except in. reference to the church. The
church is a divine fellowshiP-:-a fellowship of kindred minds who have been redeemed through faith
'in Christ, a fellowship· in the redemptive program
of· our Lord. When the fellowship ceases to be a
Spirit is present, then there is no church. There is
no longer an organism, but only an organization.
Brother pastor, you have been called to go on a
Holy day to a Holy place to stand before a Holy
priesthood with a Holy book and under the power of
the Holy Spirit, lead the people to worship a Holy
God. Don't you dare do it, without much prayer and
great dedication. We do not worship merely by being
present, by singing, or by listening to a sermon, but
when ~e, through these means, honestly give to God
P111• Seven

our adoration and thanksgiving, as we offer our- will have power. That is why God can take the wea:k
selves to Him for His use. It's then that we have ' things of the world and confound the mighty. The
~orshiped.
preacher should seek through study and prayer to
get the message that the Holy Spirit would have him j
The ·fellowship ' of the church is more than wor- preach. Then, . when pe goes into the pulpit he should •
ship. Worship prepares people for the task of wit- ' go with the confidence that he has a message from
·
nessing. When a car is' carried to a garage, it is not God.
left there just for the sake of being in the garage.
It is there to be made ready for use after leaving
What a picture! There stands a man with a
the garage.
divine call, ·in the midst of a divine fellowship, with
It is wonderful to have fellowship in worship, a message from a divine book, and conscious j af a
but it is also wonderful to be united in witnessing. divine Paraclete 'present to apply the message to. the
Here is where many churches are failing. They will hearts of the hearers. He may never know the full
meet for ;vorship but have no part in a soul-winning impact of the sermon for he preaches more wisely
effort. Many of our larger churches never qaptize as than he realizes. He deals with problems and situamany people as they lose by letter. They would soon tions of which he is not aware. Abiding impressions
die if their growth depended on the number won to may be made of which he is never conscious.
Christ.
·
It is said of Spurgeoti. that as he climbed the
We have large churches, beautiful buildings and -steps to his pulpit he was often heard saying to himbig budgets, but if we grow as Baptists, somebody self, "I believe in the Holy Spirit, I believe in the
has to win some souls to Christ. And the primary Holy Spirit, I believe in the Holy 'Spirit." Later he
task of the church is to do just that. And one of the wrote; "0 Sirs! we might as well preaeh to stone
responsibilities of the pastor is to lead· his chureh in walls as to preach to humanity unless the Holy
Spirit be with the Word, to give it power to convert
being the witnesses they ought to be. '
the soul."
Brother pastor, are you satisfied with the wit- _
nessing that is being done by your church? Are you . The Holy Spirit works with the sinner to consatisfied with your own witnessing? Why not chal- viet. "When He is come, he will conv_ict the world."
lenge your deacons, Sunday School teachers, Brother- A sinner is said to be "dead in trespasses and sin.'~
hood and W.M.U. leaders-and the whole church- He cannot initiate his own conviction. Some power
to engage in the greatest soul-winning effort you outside himself must disturb, awaken him and
have . ever experienced? Don't depend on other quicken him. And that power is the ·Holy Spirit.
'churches to win those who are to be your members.
We may ask, if the Holy Spirit convicts, if the
Remember, however, this is a spiritual work and Holy Spirit regenerates, then what part do we have
must be done by spiritual means. Don't resort ' to in the salvation of the lost? We are to be the instru- ·
cheap, clap-trap methods of a secular world instead ments in the hanfls of the Holy Spirit. We are to
of the methods given in the Sacred Word. When a preach the word which is the sword of the Spirit.
church adopts the technical procedures of the effiSinners are not convicted by having th.eir im- _
ciency experts of the business world instead of .moral sins paraded before their eyes. It is not their
following the Biblical word, it ceases to be spiritual, sins they need to see but a Savior.- The Holy Spirit
and the pastor becomes a prisoner of programs in- bears witness of Christ and only when Christ is presimted with his atoning blood offered for the sin of
stead of a preacher with power.
the world, will the sinner be convicted. We are to be
the means of presenting Christ and then the Holy
Spirit ·bears witness of Him to bring conviction.

A divine paraclete
OUR great asset in proclamation !!Tid witnessing
is the work of the Holy Spirit. The Old English term
for the Holy Spirit is Holy Ghost. We don't use the
term "Ghost" anymore. I suppose it is because of the
superstition and mystical significance in our day.•
Yet, the term "Holy Ghost" is really a · better one.
The idea of ghost is that a person is still present
though the body is gone. That is what we have in
the Hoiy Ghost. When Christ's body .ascended to the
Father, His presence came to be with us fn the Holy
.Spirit. .
The Holy Spirit imparts power to the preacher.
Any preacher who denies self and takes up the cross
to follow J:esus completely, faithfully and obediently

Pcip a.hl

If Christ is not presented in· sermon, if lie is not
presented in song, if he is not presented in service,
if he is not presented in the lives we live, how can
the Hoiy Spirit expect sinners to be convicted?
It will be difficult for the Holy Spirit to convict
the sinner who sits in the pew if the prea~her only
uses the Bible as a launching pad into outer space
and there he soars for 30 minutes.
It will be difficult for the Holy Spirit to convict
the sinner if he sees people singing in the choir whose
lives he knows to be immoral.
It will be difficult for the Holy Spirit to convict
the sinner if he knows the man who passed him the
offering plate is an· adulterer.
If we want the sinner to be convicted and saved
he must _see our Savior instead of our sins.
ARKANSAS BAPTIST
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By BERNES K. SELPH. Th.D.
· l<or. I" B.1pto•,t Church. 13.-nl<'n

Baptists and slavery
THE final act that brought
about a division between Baptists, North and South, was the
refusal of the Home Mission
Board of the General .Convention
to appoint a slave holder as a missionary.
But before one reaches the cont!lusion that Northern sympathy
was against slavery while the
South supported slavery, ·it might
be well to review the case.
When the Federal Constitution
was formed, slavery was not a diVisive issue. Opposition to slavery
prevailed both North and South.
In 1787, at the framing of the
Constitution, it was proposed to
give Congress authority to limit
the slave trade. A committee, compo~ed primarily of members from
the free states, opposed such a

proposal. They denied Congress
had power at any period to prohibit African slave trade.
At a later time a committee,
whose majority was from the
slave holding states, submitted -a
proposal for a new ·section of the
Constitution which would give
Congress power to- prohibit slave
trade after 1800.
It appears that vested interests
in New England hindered leaders
in the South and West from including provisions in the .Constitution which would have curtailed
traffic in slavery.
To get a better picture of the
true situation it may be well to
remember that a manumission society was formed in Tennessee
during the second decade of the
century. It presented a memorial
on slavery to the legislature in
1817. Elihu Embree, the society's
leader, published the first antislavery paper in the United States
in Jonesborough, Tenn., in 1820.
Along with the general opposition to slavery, Baptists in the
South cast their lot. They had

gained their first followers among
those ot the lower income brackets. Hence most of their church
members were among the nonslave holding majority in the
South. This was especially true of
the upper South where there
were fewer slaves.
In 1828 the Cherokee church in
Holston Association, Tenn., sent a
resolution against slavery to the
annual meeting of that body. ·Jn
Kentucky, Baptist churches and
associations passed resolutions
which called for non-fellowship
with slave owners. Opposition to
slavery was found among Baptists
across the South. Fanaticism
fanned smoldering feelings into
flaming passions.
·
But many Baptists felt that the
policy of the Baptist General
Convention was .changed when a
slave holder was refused appointment by the Home Mission Board.
They ·thought the object of the
Convention was foreign missions,
that the body was a channel of .
·service and not a medium for' debate of moral questions.

The Cover

STUDENTS of the Nigerian
Baptist Theological Seminary,
Ogbomosho, Nigeria, pause for
prayer before taking off on their
REV. Louis R. Cobb (left), who directs the selection of the
bicycles for services in churches
arid missilms of · the surrounding Southern B01ptist Foreign Mission Board's missionary journeymen,
area. .- Foreign Mission Board talks with Journeyman James M. Rinker in Quito, Ecuador, where
Rinker .teaches English in a Baptist primary school.
Photo
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Arkansas All Over__._-

GA director

Evangelism conference
DESPITE widespread closing
of highways due to snow and ice,
several hundred Baptist preachers
and laymen succeeded in getting
to Little Rock to attend . the annual evangelism ~onference ·of the
Arkansas Baptist State Convention · last week, Monday night
through VVednesday noon at
Gaines Street Baptist Church.
Featured out-of-state speakers
·included Dr. w.. A. Criswell, pastor of First Baptist Church, Dallas; Rev. Charles B. Howard, Bible lecturer- from Buies Creek,
N. C.; Dr. Harold Lindsey, associated in the Division of Evangelism in the Home Mission Board, ·
Atlanta, Ga.; and Dr. John Bob
Riddle, pastor of Central Park
Baptist Church, Birmingham, Ala.
Dr. C. VV. Caldwell, retiring as
superintend~nt of missions and
evangelism of the Arkansas Baptist State Convention after 19
years' service, was honored at the
Tuesday night session.
Rev. R. A. Hill, director of survey and church development for
the Arkansas Convention, paid
tribute to Dr. Caldwell and presented him a check representing
contributions · from the associational missionaries of the state,
along with a book of letters from
friends of the Caldwells.
Tracing the growth of missions
and evangelism under Dr. Cald~
well's leadership, Mr. Hill reported
that 375 new churches were constituted in Arkansas and 13 in
Michigan.
A total of 128 new Arkansas
churches were organized during
the Southern Baptist Convention's
30,000 Movement
(1956-1965)
and from these more than 5,000
converts were baptized, Mr. Hill
said. These converts have given
more than $241,000 for mission
purposes, he said.
During the same . period, 182
churches in Arkansas received. pastoral aid totaling $173,000 through
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the Department· of Missions and
Evangelism and returned $200,000
in contributions through the Cooperative Program. These churches have baptized 10,592 new members.
Arkansas Baptists during · the
past 18 years gave mission aid ip
the amount of $999,822.12 to the
variou~ associations through their
State Mission department, Mr.
Hill reported. Of this amount,
$464,225 was allocated as supplements to the salaries of associational missionaries.
Other features of the state mission program have included expenditures for rural evangelists, migrant workers, chaplains, city
missions, ministry to the deaf,
schools of missions, student missionaries, mission sites and building aid, and the church · development ministry and evangelism.

MISS SHIRLEY WILLIAMS

MISS Shirley Williams of Mis.:.
souri will join the state WMU staff
February 15 as Girls' Auxiliary director. She c:<>mes from Eldon, Mo.
where she was education and music
director at First Church.
After graduating from William
Jewell College, Miss Williams
taught in the public schools
of North Kansas City and Richmond, Mo. In 1965 she was .graduated from Southern Seminary,
Louisville, Ky. During th~ 'years
Ministerial officers
she was a student at the seminary
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Baptist Children's Home. Another
summer she served under t:be Home
Caroline Association
Mission Board at the Good Will
Center
in Tampa, Fla.
VVARD Church has called OrMiss
VVilliams' parents and sisville Castleberry, Crowley, La., as
pastor. Mr. and Mrs. Castleberry ter _live in Carolton, Mo:, where
have two children, Deborah Ann they are active members of First
Church.-Nancy Cooper, Execuand
Orville Jr.
.
Ted Richardson is the new pas- tive Secretary and Treasurer;
WMU
tor of Wattensaw Church.
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Pastors Big Creek

Bus trip to SIC

LR BSU leader

GUY Wilson, pastor of Reynolds Memorial Church, Little
Rock, and several other pastors
are planning a bus trip to the
Southern Baptist Convention in·
Detroit this year.
The round trip ticket would be
less than $30 per person. The bus
wij.l be the coach type with rest
~oom facilities on board.
Tentative departure hour is
1 p.m. May 22, arriving in Detroit 24 hours later. Return trip
would be made Friday night and
Saturday.
Those interested in riding the
bus . may contact Mr. Wilson or
Superintendent R. V. Haygood,
Pulaski County Association.
Mil. SAVAGE

"WINDY" BURKE

AHending course

REV. John E. Savage has been
CHAPLAIN Harold D. White,
<>xtended a call for full time service by Big Creek Church, Hooker. 34, a Southern Baptist minister,
Mr. Savage is a student at South- is one of 40 chaplains presently
ern College, ·walnut Ridge." He is
attending t h e
Chaplain Officer
the son of Dr. and Mrs. E. F. Savage. Dr. Savage is head of the Bi:Career Course at
hle department · of Southern Colthe U. S. Army
lege.
Chaplain School,
Last May Mr. Savage was liFt. H a m i I ton,
censed to preach, by College City
N.Y. Prior to .enCJ:mrch. He spent the summer of
tering the School,
1964 on the Home Mission- field
Chaplain -White
in Nevada as a tehtmaker missionand his family reary. ·
/
CAPT. WHITE
turned from 1 a
three-year tour in Bad ·Toelz, Germany, where he was assigned to
O'Giee at Pi.ne Bluff
the Seventh Army N on-commisOAK.GROVE Church, Pine sioned Officers' Academy.
_B luff, has called Shannon O'Glee
Chaplain White, a son of the late
as pastor. He began his work Jan.
Herman
T. White and the former
2.
Ruth
M.
House, was born in PresMr. O'Glee is a graduate of
cott.
In
1955,
Rev. White was comJacksonville Junior Baptist Collieutenant of
missioned
a
second
lege at Jacksonville, T~x., and atInfantry
upon
graduation
from
tended Southern State College,
Ouachita
University.
While
a
stuMagnolia. His most recent pastorpastor
of
Sycamore
dent,
he
was
ate is Koran Church, Hauten, La.
Mrs. O'Glee is the former Miss Grove Church, near Gurdon.
The Chaplain graduated from
Bonnie Lewis. They have three
Southern
Seminary in 1958. While
children at home, two sons, Mike
in
Kentucky,
he was pastor of
and Pat, and a daughter, Peggy.
·
Canton
Church,
Canton, and Bur• The O'Glees are natives of Taylor.
gin Church, Burgin.
Capt. White married the former
RICHARD Johnson is the new Thelma Jean Arnold of Kibler, in
minister of educatiou.J·a nd youth 1955. They. have two daughters,
of Second Church, El Dorado.
Joye Beth, 6, and· Janice Sue, 4.
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WINFRED D o y I e "Windy"
Burke, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mack
Burk.e, Jonesboro, has been elected
city-wide Baptist Student Director for Little Rock. His work in
Little Rock will include some associate work in the state student
office.
Mr. Burke is a graduate of Ar•
kansas State Colle~ and was
BSU president while a student at
that institution. He also served as
"ltate BSU" president during 196061, and during the summer of
1959 ·was BSU summer missionary
to Hawaii.
He served as Baptist Student director at Arizona State University
for two years and received the
M.A. degree in English from Arizona State. He will receive his B.D.
Clegree from Golden Gate Seminary in May of this year. Mrs.
Burke is the former Beckie Young,
Campbell, Calif.
Mrs. Linda Allen, former citywide director in Little Rock, resigned last June when her husband
completed his medical training.
Miss Cathy Layman has directed
the Little Rock University work
this school year, and Dr. Tom
T ogue has worked with . the Baptist students of the U of A Medical Cent~r.-Tom J. L_ogue~ Director:
·
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Feese accepts call
BOB Feese began his duti~ as
associate pastor in charge of Religious Education and Youth ·Feb.
1 for Elmdale Church, Springdale.
A graduate of Baylor University
and Southern Seminary, he will
attend the University of Arkansas
part time.
·
Mr. Feese was a pastor in Missouri for two years.
·
Mr. and Mrs. Feese have twa
children, Charles and Elaine.

Oakland calls

pa~tor

OAKLAND Church, Harmony
Association, recently called James
·
E. Henderson as pastor.
Mr. Henderson surrendered to
the ministry in March, 1965, and
has_ served as interim pastor since
August, following the resignation
of Ed Gray.
Mr. Henderson is a native of
Paris.
_
1
Mrs. Henderson is the former
Miss Joyce Duggan of Pine Bluff.
They have two children, James
Richard and Cassie Lou.

Visiting lecturer
RECEIVE DOCTORATE DEGREES-Southwestern Seminary,
DR. GLEN Haddock, head of the ,
Ft. Worth, awarded doctor-of-theology degrees Jan. 20 to: Billy J. Mathematics Department and
Walsh, left, son of Mrs .. Nancy J. Walsh., Little Rock; Gary E. Farley, Dean of the College at Arkansas
College, is serving
center, whose wife is the former Jacqueline Morgan, YeUville, Ark.; and
as a visiting lecAllen A .. Denton, son of Mrs. L. G. Denton, Little Rock.
turer in the VisitDenton's wife is the former June Pratt, whose parents live at 418
ing Scientist ProEast Sixth St.: Little Rock; and Walsh's wife is the former Geraldine
gram and will
Dugger, d'aughter of Rev. and Mrs. H. M. Dugger, Quitman, Ark.
speak before ji.m:..
ior and senior
high school stuREV. and Mrs. L. Steve Ditdents in , Blythe·News about ~issionaries
more, Southern Baptist missionville,
Magnolia,
01 • HADDocK
Little Rock, Crosary appointees for Peru, have comREV. and ··Mrs. Robert S. pleted initial Spanish language sett, and Paragould during th~
Franks, Southern Baptist mission- study in Costa Rica, and returned spring semester.
aries on leave from Mexico, are to the States. They expect to sail
His visit is under the auspices
now living in Mustang, Okla., for Peru in March. At present they of the Arkansas · Academy of
where they may be addressed at may be addressed at P. 0. Science Foundation.
P. 0. Box 26 (ZIP code: 73064). Box 9696, Houston, Tex., 7701p.
Dr. Haddock is president of
. Son of a Baptist minister, he was - Born in Lefors, Tex., he lived in the Arkansas section of the Mathborn in Okemah, Okla., but lived Texas, Arkansas, and New Mexico ematical ASsociation of America.
in several Oklahoma towns while while growing up; she, the former He is a member of the Arkansas
growing up ; she, the former Sal- Shirley Tibbs, was born in Hous- Education Association, Arkan_sas
lie Dollins, was born and reared ton, and spent her childhood in Academy of Science, National
-in Paragould. At the time of their communities in the Houston area. Council of Teachers of Mathematmissionary appointment in 1961 When they were appointed mis- ics, the Batesville Rotary Club and
he was pastor of First Church, sionaries in 1964 he was pastor of the Batesville First -Baptist
Erick, Okla.
Church.
First Church, Van, Tex.
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The Booksh~lf
Simon Peter, by Lord Elton, Doubleday,
1966, $4.50
The author, a Fellow of The Que,ens
College, Oxford, and an eminent "historian, retells here the story of the Gospel from the viewpoint of the fisherman Simon Peter and attempts to shed
fresh light -on the dramatic human relationship between the disciples and
their Master. As he unfolds the drama
-of the personal life of Peter and his
fellow disciples, Dr. Elton reve_als their
motives and their- thoughts as they experience the greatest miracle of · all
time. The author helps the reader to
get acquainted not only with .the lifeand-blood men who were the followers
of Christ, but also 'with Jesus himself
as his disciples
know him..
.

. . .

Acquittal by Resurrection, by Markus
Barth and Verne H. Fletcher, Holt,
Rinehart -and Winston, 1964, $4.75
Is the resurrection of Jesus Christ
only an enigmatic and mysterious docSTEWARDSHIP SPEAKERtrine which Christians somehow man- Robert A Parker, pqstor, Cullenage to accept, while never really underdale First Church, Camden, joined
standing its significance or deeply be~
lieving its truth? Or is it, as the au- in the discussion of the Cooperathors argue in this book, the norm of tivP Program at the annual meetlife, the foundation of Christian ethics, ing of the Stewardship Commisand the criterion for justice in the world sion at Nashville. Mr. Parker is
of power? The resurrection, by having
ransomed man of sin, also overturns the oommission member from Arkansas. The commission reported
man's institutions, contend the_ writers.
No longer, say they, can man convict
that the new study course book,
man and sentence him to death. No
OUR
COOPERATIVE
PROlonger can man judge man without
GR4M,
was
being
taught
in
many
judging himself. No longer can man exchurches and that a new Cooperapress hate and do violence without
knowing that he, in fact, hates and tive Program film, LIFELINE TO
does violence to God. Declaring, "The
THE WORLD, will be released in
church believes that Christ has dominJune,
1966.
ion over death and life, over the world
and its history, over things present ata.d
things to come," the authors ask: "Do~s
it not also believe that he has domin-.
PLEASANT Hill Church, Rogion over economic systems and political
powers? Has man any cause hopelessly ers, registered its library with the
to grasp things in his o"wn hands, hys- Sunday School Board's Church literically to prepare for mutual annihi- brary department in November.
lation?"
The fact that views so different from Arthur Hart is pastor and Patrithe ordinary are found here might rec- cia Grigg is librarian.
ommend the book. We do not have to
agree with a book to find it helpful to
us . .
With Patrick Henry's Help, by Helen
A. Monsell, Broadman Press, 1966,
$2.95
Lud Carr, teen-age_r of Revolutionary
days, had a hard time becoming oriented
to .his day, with its serious questions
being discussed by adults about such Pangburn First
things as the Boston Port Bill, taxation without representation, and freeFOUR men from Cullendale Church
dom of conscience. Then something hap- heiped us in a week end revival: Malpened to make Lud realize that the colm Sample, Cas Wilson, C. N. Lusby
big words· were the clothing of big and Harlon Lusby.
We had people in our church who had
ideas- ideas that demanded action. How ·
he was drawn into the struggle for free- 1 never attended and our Sunday School
dom of worship, even e;J,ijsting the attendance and offering were the largest
hefp of Patrick Henty, is the theme of in years.
this book.
Gib Williams is pastor.
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Church-State meet
NASHVILLE
(P 0 A U) - At
least eight Baptist leaders will appear on the program of the 18th
National Conference on Church
and . State here Feb. 22, 23. Several more will work behind the
scene!') on arrangements for the
conference.
The two-day meeting, sponsored
by Americans United for Separation of Church and State, will be
held in the Hotel Hermitage. An
evening session will be held in the
War .Memorial Auditorium, adjacent to the State Capitol.
·
Dr. E. S. James, Dallas, Tex.,
editor of the Baptist Standard,
will address the Clergymen's Con"
ference at the meeting on "Chprch
Institutions and Federal Aid."
Other Baptists include Beverly
Briley, mayor of Nashville, who
will bring greetings; Dr. Louie D.
Newton, Atlanta, Ga., pastor of
Druid Hills Church and president
of Americans United; Dr. Foy Val"
entine, Nashville, secretary of the
Southern Baptist Christian Life
Commission; Dr. W. Fred Kendall,
Nashville, executive secretary of
the Tennessee ·Baptist Conven"
tion; Dr. G. Allen West, Nashville,
president of the Tennessee Bap"
tist Convention and pastor of
Woodmont Church; John J. Adams
Washington, D. C., an associate
director of Americans United and
an attorney; and Dr. Gaye L. McGlothlin, Nashville, pastor of Immanuel Church. ·
DON Hallum has accepted the
position of interim pastor at Sec- ·
ond Church; Fayetteville.
·

'l
Cabot First
THE final paper work has been co~
pleted for the purchase of approximately two city lots for Myrtle Stnlet
Mission. Our treasurer issued a check
for $2,500, after having deposited a
similar check given to us by the State
Convention. We al&~> have a check for
$151.25 from ~-. · ~iation 'to
help on the missl~n.
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SBC News and Notes-----___,__;.___
By the BAPTIST PRESS

Missions conference
FIVE of the six theological seni.:.
inaries of the Southern Baptist
Convention have announced plans
.. fo:t; ·world missions · conf.e rences
. slated for college-age students dur. ing February and March. A total
of nearly 4,000 . students are expected to attend the missions emphasis conferences at the fiv~ seminaries.
Seminaries staging the conferences are Golden Gate Baptist
J'heological Seminary in Mill Valley, Calif.; Southeastern Baptist
Theological Seminary jn Wake
Forest, N. C.; Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Louisville,
Ky.; New Orleans B~ptist Theological Seminary, New Orleans;
and Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, Fort Worth.
Although each seminary's conference is distinctly different,
most are designed to provide information and inspiration about
missions for college students who
have made personal commitments
to serve in church:.related vocations or for others interested in
missions. In most cases, there is
an opportunity fm: the students to
make a commitment of life to missions.
Biggest of the five conferences
will be the 17th annual College
St.udent Missions Conference at
Southwestern Seminary in Ft.
Worth. March 11-13. About 1,600
students are expected to attend.
Up to 1,000 students are expected for the missions conference at
Southern Seminary, Feb. 25-27,
in Louisville, Ky.
The conference at New Orleans
Seminary is slated for March 25, 26, with 450 students from 38 colleges expected to attend.
Southeastern Seminary, Wake
Forest, N. C., will hold its ninth
annual missions conference Feb.
25-27, with about 200 students
from surrounding stat~s· expected
to attend.
Golden Gate Seminary, Mill-Valley, Calif.; expects 700 students
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from 15 states for its sixth World
Missions Conference, Feb. 4-6.
Midwestern Seminary, Kansas
City, Mo., the sixth SBC-owned
seminary; holds its annual missions conference in the :(all rather
than in the spring.

Theological education .
GREENVILLE, S . . C.~The appointm~nt of a statewide commit-

teQ. of 43 Baptist ljilinisters who
will endeavor to reverse the trend
of decreasing enrollments of stu·dents in Baptist seminaries was
announced here recently at a
meeting of the General Board of
the Stat~ Baptist Convention in
Columbia.
Designated the Committee on
Christian Vocational Recruitment
and Training, the group will be
composed of one representative
from each of South Carolina's
Baptist Associations. Membership
will be announced as soon as acceptances to committee membership are received, and the group
will meet annually on the Furman
University
campus. .
'
/

NASHVILLE-The Stewardship Commission of the Southern
Baptist Convention, meeting here
for its annual session, elected an
attorney and state legislator from
South Carolina, Preston H. Callison of Columbia, as its new chairman.
.Callison, who made an unsuccessful bid for Congress in the
last election, is a member of the
South Carolina House of Representatives and is in private law
practice in Columbia.
The new chairman succeeds
"Prof" W. C. Ribble, chairman of
the commission for the past two
year~, executive.~ecretary of the
Baptist Fol!-ndat1qn of New Mexico in: Albuquerque, 'and a former
member ·.of the Ouachita University faculty.

Raise Furman funds
COLUMBIA, S. C.-:-Tbe General Board of the South Carolina
Baptist Convention appointed' a
committee here to organize and
execute plans for raising the $611,898 which the convention prom- .
'ised Furman University when it
instructed the Baptist school to
return a federal grant for that
amount. ·
·
Named to head the eight-member committee was · Enoch Brown,
pastor of Shandon Baptist Church
here, and formerly bf Arkansas. "
·In a separate meeting later, the
new committee urged every Bap- ·
·tist church in South Carolina to
.set specific goals to raise the money to replace the . government
grant denied to Furman. .
The committee recommended a
goal of $5 per resident church
member, but urges each church to
contribute "whatever amount a lo. cal chur~h feels it can give." .
KANSAS CITY, Mo.- The
American Baptist Convention
with offices in Valley Forge, Pa.,
has announced program plans for
its 59th annual convention in Kan- ·
sas City, Mo., May 11-15. About
10,000 "delegates" representing 5,000 churches are expected to attend.
Theme for the convention will
be "Be Disciples, Make Disciples."
Following a program format instituted at its convention in Atlantic City in 1964, American Baptists will begin each session with a
worship service, . followed by convention business, and a major paper reiated to the theme for the
day. Discussion groups are slated
each afternoon .
TWO Southern Baptist ministers, Rev. George L. Kar-r, pastor
of · First 'Church, Fairfield, Ill.,
and Rev. Howard Linton, Chaplain
Supervisor of Baptist Memorial
Hospital, San Antonio, Tex., were
honored by John Brown Universi-·
· ty of Siloam Springs, Arkansas,
in its mid-winter commencement
Jan. 16. Each received the honor~
ary degree of doctor of divinity.
ARKANSAS. BAPTIST
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Crvsade of Americas
JACKSON, Miss. (BP)-A sixmember Southern ,Baptist advisory steering committee to coordinate plans for the proposed 1969
Baptist evangelistie campaign
throughout the entire western
hemisphere has been appointed, it
w~ announeed here.
Serving as chairman of the committee is Wayne Dehoney, president of the Southern Baptist Convention and pastor of the First
Baptist Church, Jackson, Tenn.
Serving on the committee will
be Herschel H. Hobbs, pastor of
the First Church, Oklahoma City,
and a vice president of the Baptist
World Alliance; Ray Roberts, executive secretary of the State Convention of Baptists in Ohio; M. B.
Carroll, pastor of the East Grand
Church in Dallas; Owen Cooper, a
Baptist .layman from Yazoo City,
Miss. ; and J . Conally Ev:ans, pastOr of First Church, Ocala, Fla.
The committee will correlate
plans for the crusade with the two
mission boards, and with Baptist
bodies in other countries.
Each Baptist body will conduct
its crusade in its own way at a
time which is most suitable in

Baptist bodies in North; South
and Central America have been invited to participate in the crusade~
. The Southern Baptist Convention, meeting in Dallas, instructed
its two mission boards to investigate possibilities with Baptist
leaders in the countries involved,
and adopted a resolution encouraging Southern Baptist participation.
·

Dedicated youth.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (EP)-Obby a key speaker at their
second international conclave, 1,400 young people of the Wesleyan
Methodist Church were described ·
as · "totally contradicting the
trends of unconcerned youth" so
prominently displayed in the news
media today.
~erved

The Convention's Executive
Committee later approved Southern Baptist participation in . the
crusade and set up procedures for
coordinating plans, including appointment of the committee,
named by W. Douglas Hudgins.

Dr. Clyde W. Taylor of Washington, D. C., general director of
the National Association of Ev~n
gelicals, praised the teenagers and
young adults from every state and
eight foreign, countries for spending the last four days of 1965 in
spiritual emphasis' and dynamic
Plans for the campaign in the renewal of conviction.
United States will be launched
during the final session of the
S o u t h e r n Baptist Convention
when it meets in 1 Detroit, May
24-27.

Music and Good Times
Go Together!

.

SONGS FOR FUN
AND FELLOWSIUP
Nos. 1 and 2

FORT WORTH-The business
men's Bible class of Broadway
Church here has contributed $2,:.
883 to establish ·a scholarship fund ·
at Southwestern Seminary here in
honor of the class' former teacher.
1969.
It was named the Albert Venting
The "Crusade of the Americas" Memorial Scholarship Fund in
was proposed by Rubens Lopes of tribute to the late Albert Venting
Brazil in 1965 following a nation- who died last June at the age of
wide evangelistic campaign in 82. Venting taught at the semiBrazil. Lopes spoke ~t both the nary from 1921 to 1934, and
Southern Baptist Convention in founded the department of church
Dallas and the Baptist World Al- music at Baylor University, Waco,
Tex., in 1952.
liance in Miami.

Loaded with songs that everyone will enjoy. Each book is a
48-page .collection of numbers
specially selected for use at socials, parties, banquets, and fellowships. Includes: Beautiful
Dreamer; Steal Away; Jacob's
Ladder; Go Down, Moses;
Shenandoah; . and many others.

(26b) Each, 35'
50 or more, each, 30¢

SING SOCIABILITY SONGS
Here's a book with songs for
every type of informal party.
And there are songs to suit any
musical taste: sacred songs,
spirituals, folk songs, Christmas
and Thanksgiving songs, stunt
songs, and rounds.
(8r) 65¢

Facts of interest
•• • • ON the average a person talks only ten to eleven minutes daily. Men
rank about equally with women, an anthropologist has reported. ''The standard spoken sentence takes only two and a half seconds," he said. People do
far more communicating with body movements--eyes and eyebrows, facial ·
expressions, hands, and shoulders. Silences sometimes also communicate a
great deal.
· 1
. . . . Dyna Manufacturing Company, Los Angeles, California, is offering an
''instant'~ fireplace that can be hung in any room and also serve as. a forcedair heating system. The ele.etrical unit, including logs that are lighted to
simulate wood, will heat up to 600 square feet.
.••• Milton C. Cobey, a Washington orthopedic surgeon, has invented a
plastic glue for mending bones. The substance sets in a few minutes, serves
as an internal splint for fractures, and hardens in a day .
• • • • Illiterates in Mexico are learning to read and write on color television.
A fou.r-month course over closed circuit is experimental; but it is· so successful that beginning in February, it will be offered over 'the regular networks
in black and white.-The Survey Bulletin

.
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YOUTH SINGS
A wonderful collection espeCially designed for teen-age choral
groups. Easy-to-$ing arrangements in two and three parts
that take full advantage of the
range and capabilities of young
voices. Among the songs included are: This Is My Country;
Go, Tell It on the Mountains;
We've a Story to Tell to the
Nations; The Orchestra; Deck
the Hall.
(98s) $1.50

Quality Music from your

A\

I
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Race Relations Sunday

Brotherhood assist

·TAAAAA

FOR the secondyear, Southern
ATLANTA- The Southern HapBaptist churches ~hroughout the tist Horne Mission Board has
TA
nation will observe Race Relations called on the Brotherhood CornSunday, Feb. 13; in an effort to · mission to help locate potential
TA TA
practice and teach justice, good- volunteers ·for the board's ChrisTA
will and love for: all mankind with- tian Service · Corps.
out racial limitation.
Six Baptist adult "pioneers"
Many Baptist pastors will de- volunteered last · summer, the piliver sermons on race relations dur- lot year for the short-term rnising the special observance. Some sions progarn~ At least one · has
will exchange pulpits with ,church- indicated a desire to return to the
es of different racial and Ian- area of her corps assignment.
With the help of the Brotherguage groups.
Race Relations Sunday is being hood, the Southern Baptist mis·sponsored by the Southern Bap- sionary organization for men, the
I'M TOOTIN' MY HORN
tist Horne Mission Board in board expects to more than double
Atlanta, and the Christian Life· the task force in 1966. The volFOR THE BAPTIST
Commission of the Southern Bap- unteers will be sent to missions
FILM CENTERS!
tist Convention.
areas to serve from two to 10
I'm Inspired to rhapsodies by the
Last year, Race Relations Sun- weeks in various missions activity.
10 new Baptist Film Centers. The
day was placed on the denomina- "Pioneer" missions are in areas
new films they have purchased are
concertos of color and sound.
tional calendar for the first time. relatively new to Southern BaPWhy not·march to your Baptist Film
A packet of materials suggest- tists, mostly in the north and west:
Center and select something for a
ing ways in which churches can
film concert? Try this:
•.
observe Race Relations Sunday
CAR FEVER-How a "first car" can
and with information about
alter the life of an otherwise steady
Christian youth.
~
L 0 U I S VILLE, Ky.-After
Christianity and race · relations
30 minutes, Color,
~
has been mailed to pastors, educa- months .of detailed research on
Rental $15.00
~
tional workers, . and
church the needs of today' s minister, the
Birmingham (35233) • 2020 8th Avi .• S.
leaders of each of the 33,000 BaP- Southern Baptist Theological SemFresno (93716) - • 680 E. Shaw Aw.
tist .churches
"in the denomination.
inary here has announced sweepAtlanta (30303) • 283 Peachtree St. N.E.
.
.
LouiSYille (40202) • 317 Guthrie St.
ing changes in its school of theJackson (39201) • 125 N. President St.
Kansas City (64106) • 1017 Grand Aw.
ology curriculum. Beginning next
Charlotte (28202) • 315 N. College St.
Oklahoma City (73103) • 208 N.W. 11th St.
fall, the seminary will initiate the
Dallas (75201)
•
2115 N. Akard
Richmond (23219) • l15 E. Grace St.
new program providing more flexDowntown churches
ibility in the choice of courses and
allowing the student more oppor- To be a better :a.ptlst, read. the
ATLANTA-The plight of· tunity to specialize within the A.rka11.8a8 .Baptist N e'UI.B1r14f1a,AM.
downtown churches tends to off- same number of semester hours re- To be a bettn ehurch plaee li In
set rejoicing over fastgrowing new quired for graduation.
the budget for every hOm.e.
congregations in the suburbs.
Welfare recipients and language
groups seeking low-rent facilities
Tbla II aetuaer aa offer to ltu,: aor Hll ua- ~ecuttl11
are filling the gap, movmg_ into
That offer II made uarouall Ule ]lrOQHtu
dilapidated downtown · housing;
racial groups are meshing and tension grows, producing delinquency,
Invest in OUR BAPTIST GROWTH
crime, and personality maladjustFIRST MORTGAGE, SER~, SINKING FUND BONDS
ment.
Compounding.' the problem, highInterest PtJid Set~~~Amr.uallv
rise apartment units are attracting
Denominations - $1000
$500 $250 . $100
middle and upperclass families,
leaving the church hard pressed to
Now Offering . IDvestmeata ill Arkaaau Baptist Growth
minister to both groups.
Maturities. Every Silt Months from 1 Year to 13~ Years
As a result of this hard period
Por IJilonaaUoa Write:
Of transition, churches in these
inner-city areas are faced with an
GUARANTY BOND AND SECURITIES CORPORATION
ultimatum: adjust to reality and
Nashville, Teu.nessee
1717 West End Bldg.
meet the unusual but startling
needs, or fade into nonexistence.

·SIX (6%) PER CENT INTEREST
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Sunday School
Training Union

Executive Board

Building fund mon~y
THE Stewardship Commission
of the Southern Baptist Convention is developing a plan to help
churches raise building funds. The
plan will help a church avoid having to borrow all the money to
erect a building.
Along with some others in the
Southern Baptist Convention, we
spent some time Jan. 20-21 studying the. plans and looking at the
. needs. The need for such a pro;:gram is evident. Southern Baptist
1 chQrches paid out more money for
oin~rest . than they sent to world
missions 'in .1964. Think of it!
More interest money than mission money, yet we call ourselves
QJ.issionary lJaptists.
As we were studying the plans, .
someone suggested that this program meaat planning and work.
Another said, "It is easier to bor. row money than raise it,. and our
churches ·might not be interested
in such a plan."
Some believe that it is time for
Baptists, who have the money, to
devise ways and means more adequately to support Kingdom causes. One way to do this : Cut down
on interest paid on borrowed money. How cut down? someone may
ask. Help church members to see
the need of giving more before
borrowing.
·
This can be done. Write to our
office for more information.Ralph Douglas, Associate Executive Secretary

"H~ gave. some to be _evangelists" Eph. 4:11

THEOCOOK
Evangelist
25 Pickard Road

Route 2
North Little Rock, Arkansaa

1-"'-''JJVI<i::><•u BY
.
W. ZIMMEREBNER
The Lord sent genuine revival to Oak
Bowery ehurch under the leadership of
Theo Cook. I readily recommend him to
other churches.
REV. J E. W. ZlllfMEREBNER,
PASTOR
Hill Baptist Church
Route ·1
Oak Grove, La.
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State Youth convention

Fihnstrip released
· THE ·Sunday School Board's
Broad:rruin Films Department has
announced that the filmstrip Visiting the Unsaved will be available
Jan. 15 from Baptist book stores ·
or through the Church AudioVisual Education Plan.
The Jan. 15 release date makes
it possible for churches to use the
filmstrip as a training 'tool in 'the
alternate Sunday School unit,
"Bearing Our Witness for Christ;"

MR. PINSON

The filmstrip is in color, has
52 frames and recorded narration.
It is a visualization of the principles of visitation to help Christians
learn how to witness to lost persons. One example of "what to
say" is given in detail, using questions and references from the Gospel of John.

DR. William M. Pinson, Jr.; asVisiting the Unsav~d centers -on
sociate professor of Christian
help
and encouragement fo~; learnEthics, Southwestern ·Seminary,
.ing to witness for Christ.
Ft.. Worth, will be the inspirational speaker at the State Youth ConBy April 15, four other filmvention, in Immanuel Church Litstrips
on visitation will be availtle Rock, April 8. He will sp~k at
to
compJete th'e series. They
able
the morning and afternoon sesare:
Principles
o/ .Visitation, Outsions. Fifteen hundred Intermedireach
·
Visita.
t
ion,
Visiting the Unates and Young People are expectaffiliated,
and
Visiting
the Sick
ed to attend.
and
Sorrowful.Lawson
Hatfield,
·
"Why Me?" will be the ConvenState
Sunday
School
Secretary
tion theme. The program will begin at 10 :0~ a.m. in the morning
and conclude at 8 p.m.
"So Send I You," a drama directed by the Church Recreation
SECURITIES SALES
Department of the Sunday School
OPPORTUNITY UNLIMITED
Board, will be the concluding feaA highly respected Arkansas corporation is
ture of the convention at 7 p.m.
seeking men in warious areas of the state who
can
qualify-age 2UO. These are qualities to
Approximately 75 Intermedibe considered.
ates will speak during the afternoon conferences on the theme of
Are you active in church and community? Are you well respected in
"Why Me?" They will discuss such
your area ? Are you seeking opporsubjects as "Why Me-in His love,
tunity for above average income
in His need, in His call, in · my
with permanent growth in earning
place now, in my preparation, in
ability with a local company which
my choices, in my response, and
is well accepted in the state?
in my stewardship."
For confidential interview write to
Vocational conferences for older
"P'"
Intermediates 'and Young People
Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine
will also be conducted during the
401 W. Capitol Ave.
afternoon.-Ralph W. Davis, secLittle Roek, Ark.
retary

·BE PREPARED

Letters
(Continued from page 5)

for

Supply preacher
I would like for ·you if possible to
announce my desire to be a supply
-preacher oi weekend revival evangelist
in your magazine.
I'm a sophomore
pre-ministerial
student here in Ouachita and I came from
the Philippines. I
have been preaching
since 1967 a ·year
after I was saved
and pastor a Southern Baptist Church
ILDE GUILARAN
in Manila, Philipines for four years. I am an ordained
Southern ·Baptist minister.
I have done some preaching in Tennessee last summer and preached in six
churches here in Arkansas since I came.
I'll be glad to be a supply preacher in
any church here in Arkansas. I got a
car for transportation.-Ilde Guilaran

AIMS FOR ADVANCEMENT CHARTS
Be sure to have a large poster chart
with Statement of Aims for Advance·
ment for each age group in Young
Woman's Auxiliary. Order by name
below.

(27w) Each, 25¢

High School YWA

Career Girls YWA

Ann Hasseltine YWA
YOUNG WOMAN'S AUXILIARY MANUAL
Provide a manual for all YWA members,
counselors, and directors. These are to

"Thank you"
It is time to say "thank you" to a
friend. I have been receiving and reading The Arkansas Baptist for the last
l;;everal years. I have appreciated the
format, the news, · and the editorials.
You have dooo an excellent job and I
just wanted you to know that I for one
appreciate your
dynamic leadership and
.
courage.

.

God bless you and keep up the good
work.-G. Allen West, • Jr., Pastor
Woodmont Baptist Church, Nashville,
Tenn.
REPLY-Thanks, Dr. West. Without
the prayerful support of their readers,
editors would be sunk.-ELM

1te,teet
In many homes, no prayers are
said
Nor is the Scripture ever read,
And yet we wonder why
That many of our brightest youth
Know not the Bible or its Truth
That they must all live by,
The rising crime rate we deplore
But the cause could lie at our own
doorI say this to our shame.
If we fail to teach the laws of God
And spoil the child and spare the

rod,
Then we must take the blame.
-Carl Ferrell
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YWA FOCUS WEEK!

be used throughout the year as a reference on all phases of YWA work.
(27w) Each, 75¢
YOUNG WOMAN'S AUXILIARY PLAN BOOK
For counselors, YWA officers, and chairmen. Serves as a guide for month·
by-month plans. The loose-leaf work sheets are to be distributed to those
responsible for planning. Punched to fit the 51j2 x8V2 ·inch YWA notebook.
(27w) Each, 85¢
YOUNG WOMAN'S AUXILIARY DIRECTOR'S PLAN BOOK
A complete guide for the YWA director and committee in planning overall
YWA activities and programs in church. Punched to fit the 5V2 x81h·inch
YWA notebook below.
(27w) Each, 85¢
YWA NOTEBOOK
A very h.andy notebook in dark green, vinyl-covered board, size 51hx8V2
inches, with YWA emblem stamped in gold. Contains three standard
one-inch rings.
(26b) Each, $1.25

YWA MONOGRAM
Made of heavy white felt with green lettering, size 4%x5 inches.

(27w) Each, 75¢

Visit your Baptist Book Store for all Woman's Missionary Union supplies!
By letter
By phone
By personal visit

ll BAP.TIST BOOK STORE
t::lService with a Christian Distinction
408 Spring Street
Little Rock, ArkanSa.s
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.-----.....:..-----------, to · pause, catch our breath, and
new strategy.
Feminine phi!osophy determine
The secret of Jesus' life is found
in Mark 1 :35: "And in the mornor intuition
ing, rising up a great ~bile beBY HARRIET HALL
fore day, he went out, and departed into a solitary place, and there
prayed."
,
I don't believe God ever intendTime-out today
ed that we should load ourselves
until we bend or crack; but someAS I write this column it is times the pressures of circumstansnowing. A redbird flutters to ces and the inner compulsions
the shelter of a nearby pine. The that weigh heavily or even bring
snow has put a soft white blanket frustrations-and even bring on
over all the frozen hillside. The ulcers, heart attacks, or breakrocks around the old well are edged downs.
in white and form an interesting
We .need_ a daily tiine-out-:-a
pattern.
pra~rful waiting on God, a time
Addie, our neighbor's horse, for rest, meditation, and spiritual
stands sentinel-:like against the inventory.
barn. The white cat, Dollie, almost · I like the poem by Grace Noll
invisible, strolls silently across the Crowell entitled simply, "The
snow. Scooter is nowhere to be Day."
seen-smart beagle !
I have just been down to take
some cake to our new neighbors "The day will bring some lovely
thing,
and their five children. That
I
say
it over each new dawn;
should brighten any landscape'Some
gay adventurous thing to
five children, I mean. They inhold
formed me that their station-wagon was parked at the foot of the Against my heart when it is gone.'
hill. Mother eouldn't make it up And. so I rise and go to meet
the steep road. She'll learn. The The day with wings upon my feet.
· long way 'round is better ·for
snowy days.
I come upon it unawareWe sometimes miss some valu- Some sudden beauty - without
able lessons in life when we take
name;
. the short cuts. Once when our son A snatch of song, a breath of
was quite small he tried to eat a
pine;
.
,
plateful of meat in one quick A poem lit with golden flame;
mouthful. . The short cut · didn't High tangled bird notes, keenly
work. He got choked. How like
thinned,
.
most of us today as we tl'Y\, to Like flying color on the wing.
take · our Bible reading and prayer life in one quick gulp!
The extra time that comes from No day has ever failed me quitebeing snowbound is often a wel- Before the grayest day is done,·
come time out. Of course we don't I come upon some misty bloom
relish the driving hazards on nec- Or a late line of crimson sun.
;essary trips, but when the world Each night I pause, remembering
slows its pace we find more time Some gay, adventurous, lovely
to think, to plan, and to evaluate
thing.
life.
Take time out, today!
A former president of DuPont
once said; "One minute spent on
planning saves three or four minutes in execution."
Questions, comments, or sugges""
Time-outs are as necessary for tions may be addressed to :
us as they are for the players in
·
Mrs. Andrew Hall
an athletic event. Like the huddle
Mt. Sequoyah Drive
for football players. We need time
Fayetteville, Ark.

Planting trees
IN his new book on John
Kennedy, author Theodore C. Sorensen tells some of the favorite
stories of the late President.
One of them is the story of
France's Marshal Lyautey, ·and
his anXiety to plant a certain tree.
His gardener replied,. "There is
no hurry-this tree is slow growing and would not flower for a
hundred years."
"In that case," replied t he marshall, "plant it this afternoon."
Kennedy, concludes Sorensen, "believed in planting trees this afternoon."
All of us tend to put off the
difficult things-tasks that take
a long time, that show little promise of success, or that are disagreeable. But the less promising
the outcome, the more essential ·
that we get a head start, that we
waste not a single afternoon.
This is the urgency refl.ected in
Jesus' committment in John 9:4,
"I must work the works of him
that sent me, while it· is day: the
night cometh, when no man can
work."
Do you have some "trees" that
need planting · in · your church,
your home, your personal life?
This afternoon is your best time
to get out that shovel! God will
give the hundred years. But only
y~m can plant the tree.

. .- .
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Children's Nook.

TAKES PA

TO
By

Jimmy put down the chair h
was carrying and ran to touch
Tony's _arm.
·
.
"Tony, will you sing for us this
afternoon? Will you sing that
song?"
.
Jimmy put his hands to his lips
" and motioned to show Tony what _
he 'meant. But Tony had already
understood. His white teeth
flashed in a smile.
"Canto.-sing?" he asked. · "Si,
si."
That meant yes in Tony's language. Jimmy knew that. How
pleased he was !
"Let's keep it a secret,'' he sa:id
to Tony, forgettin!f all about
Tony's not knowing much English.
But Tony understood. His smile
flashed again as he nodded.
"Secreto,". he repeated.

That afternoon Tony was
smiling happily. His dark eyes
sparkled when at last Jimmy announced; "And now our new
friend, Tony Valdez, will sing one
of the songs from his own conn- ·
try."
· The other boys and girls sat up
straight and looked at Tony. Miss
Ellen smiled and nodded. Jimmy
knew she was pleased. Everyone
was pleased:
Tony's soft voice rose and filled
As the boys worked, Tony began the room with its song. His eyes
to hum a little tune. Then the twinkled. He moved his hands as·
hum t~rned into a real song. Tony · though he were· playing on a gui.:
was singing words. Because they tar.
were Spanish words, Jinimy
The . boys and girls laughed.
couldn't understand them. But NQw they felt that they were
Jimmy could listen to the song. better acquainted with this new
The tune was soft and strange. · boy. An<l Tony was happier than
As Tony worked, the song grew he had been ·at any time since ·he
louder. His feet kept time with had come to this new school.
the music. Jimmy found himself
As he and Jimmy walked home
marching to it, too. It re~nded
that ,afternoon, Tony said, "I sing
him of Bill's marching para<le.
for you today. Next time I speak.
We are a.migos, friends."
Then .like a · glad little song
itself, an idea came to him. · Of
course, Tony could do something
on the program. Tony could sing.
(Sunday School Board SyndiSure enough, when· Jimmy A song was a song no matter
cate, all rights reserved)
hurried across the school grounds what the words.

JIMMY ran' into the kitchen to
kiss Mother good-bye. He was on
his way to school. He was going
early this mQrning as he had work
to do. Miss Ellen, his teacher, had
asked Jimmy to be in charge of
the Friday afternoon school pro,
gram.
The boys and girls in Jimmy's
room had been busily planning
their parts of the program. Some
would recite poems. Alice was
going to play the piano. Bill had
taught six l>oys to march in a flag
parade.
·
Only one boy in the room was
not on JimmY'~ list: Tony was a
Mexican boy. He had just come
into the room the first of the
week. That had been too late to
join Bill's marching group. Tony
had learned many English words
but not enough to have a speaking
·part.
Jimmy had tried and tried to
think of something he could ask
Tony to do. At last, he had invited him to help put some chairs
in a circle in front of Miss Ellen's
desk.
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that morning, Tony stood waiting
for him. The new boy was waiting
wfth a smile.
The two boys went into the
school building ·and . on to their
room. Soon they were busil~ placing the chairs in a circle. They
couldn't talk much, but Tony
watched Jimmy. Then he did as
Jimmy did.
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NEW AMERICAN TEMPERANCE PLAN

PAYS $100 WEEKLY...
even for life to Non-drinkers and Non-Sm6kers!
At last-a new kind of hospitalization plan for you thousands who realize drinking and
1;moking are harmful. Ra.tes are fantastically low because "poor risk" drinkers. and smokers are excluded. Since your health is superior there is no age limit, no physical examination, no waiting period. Only you can cancel your policy. No salesman will ever call.
Starting the first day you enter any hospital, you will be paid $14.28 a da)•.
You do not smoke or drinkso why pay premiums for
those who do?
Every day in your newspaper you see
more evidence that drinking and smoking
shorten life. They're now one of America's
leading health problems-a prime .cause
of the high premium rates most hospitalization policies charge.

Our rates are baaed on your
superior health,
as a non-drinker and .non-smoker. The
new American Temperance Hospitalization Plan can offer you unbelievably low .
rates ·because we do not accept drinkers
and smokers, who cause high rates. Also,
your premiums can never be raised because you grow older o,r have too many
claims. Only a general· rate adjustment
up or down could affect your low rates.
And only you can cancel your policy. We
cannot.

aickneaa, hospitalization caused by use of
liquor or narcotica. On everything else
' you're fully protected-at amazingly low
rates!
~ 3.

Other benefits for loas
within 90 days of accident

(as described in policy!. We pay $2000
cash for accidental death. Or $2000 cash
for loss of one hand. one foot, or sight of
one eye. Or $6000 cash for loss of both
eyes, both .hands, or both feet.

We invite close comparison
with any other plan.

from the first day you enter a hospital.
Good in any hospital in the world. We pay
in addition to any other insurance you
carry. We send you our payments Air
Mail Special Delivery so you have cash
on hand fast. No limit on number of times
you collect.

2. We cover all accidents and
aickneaaea,
except pregnancy, any act of war or military service, pre-existing accidents or

IMPORTANT: iiKI.,. '"' flrstprHII..,. wltlt-..llcllli.._
LOOK AT THESE
AMERICAN TEMPERAN(E LOW RATES
Pay Monthly

Each adult
60-69 pays
Each adult
70-100 pays

$380
$590
$790

,

u.,.

it prot·ides exactly wlaat
say it does. Tlt~n.
if/or any rea:wn at all xou are not 1007.:~ satis-

fied, jus/ mail.vo14r policy hac.\- to ·us within 30
Ct-e &l'ill immediarelv ~elund vouf entirt. premium No qurslion.$. a.slted. \"ou can
Ita in tlto~!ian.ds of dollars .. . _vou rislt nothing.

TEAR
AND MAIL TODAY BEFORE IT'S
LATE
.-----------------------------------,
I
I
OUT

Application to Buckingham Life Insurance Company, Executive
OHices, Libertyville, Illinois FOI
AT-100

I

I.

TOO

.

I
I

AMERICAN TEMPERANCE HOSPITALIZATION POLICY ·

1

Name (PLEASE PRINT>)
••
~.Street or RO 1_
'·
City
County
tate
• t· • • ~ :to
• t',
Age
Date of Birth ·
·' '
Month
O•y
Year
Occupation
Heigh
Weigltt_
Beneficiary
Relationsh~--~--:-:-'--~
I also apply for coverage fot the members of my family listed below:

1

NAME

AGE

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

BENEFICIARY

1
i

BIRTH DATE

I.

2.
3.
4.
To the best of your knowledge and belief, are you and all members listed above in good health
and free from any physical impairment, or disease? Yes ~ No CJ
To the best of your knowledge, have you or any me!'Aber above ·listed had medical advice or
treatment, or have you or they been advised to have a surgical operation in th.e last five years?
Yes 0 No 0 If so, please give details stating person affected, cause, date, name and address
of attending physician, and whether fully recovered.

Pay Yearly

$38
$59
$79

Each child 18
and undef pay-!.

SAVI TWO MO.JNS PREMIUM IY PAYIU YIAILYI

FEBRUARY 3, 1966

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
R~ad or.:·er vour policy care/Wlv. As.\ vour min.isler.lau:.Y~r and doctor to •.:~cimine it. Be sure

davs and

Actually, no other is like ours. But compare rates. See what you save.

READ YOUR AMERICAN
TEMPERANCE PLAN BENEFITS
1. You receive $100 cash weeklyTAX FREE-even for life,

Each adult
19-59 pays

DO THIS TODAY!
Fill out application below and mail right
away. Upon approval, your policy will be
promptly mailed. Coverage begins at noon
on effective date of your policy. Don't delay. Every day almost 50,000 people enter
hospitals. So get your protection now.

Neither I nor any person listed ·above uses tobacco or alcoholic be11erages, and I hereby apply
for a policy ba_sed on the understanding that the policy does not cover conditions originating
prior to its effective date, and that the policy is issued solely and entirely in reliance upon the
written answers to the above questions.
·
Date·
SigJied:l_ __.,.,.__ _.,_,__..,...........,.._...,..._ _,_
AT·fAT

Mail this application with your finl premium to

5001

AMERICAN TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATES, IRe., hx 131,LIM,.,.., IHilllols
Pa. . Twenty-One

Sunday School

Lesson~-...-.;..__-·-----~-

*Dr. Phelps is presi_dent of Ouachita
University

GOD IS LIVIN.G SPIRIT

to~gues, it is evident froin_ the passage that God gave this special
BY DR. RALPH A. PHELPS JR.
gift on the day 'of Pentecost so that
TEXT: JOHN 16:7-11; ACTS 2:1-4; ROMANS 8:9-14
all might understand the gospel
FEBRUARY 6, 1966
witness. As Acts 2 :7-11 declares,
ONE of the Russian cosmonauts, disciples, Jesus said that his de- people from many parts of the
upon completion of his mission in, parture from their physical pres- world who spoke many different
space, commented sarcastically ence was expedient because with- languages heard these Galileans
that he had not out his going the Comforter would speak ·yet understood them perup not come. In the coming of the fectly. It was a miraculous maniseen
God
there, 1 so there Spirit, they would have the abid- festation : for a redemptive purmust not be one. · ing presence of the Father and pose, not a bunch of meaningless
gibberish or religious showmanAmong the sev- of Christ {John 14:32).
eral things that · In promising the S.pirit, Jesus ship.
he revealed by said that when he came he would
What Jesus had promised would
that comment was co:rlvict the world in regard to sin, happen ·with the coming of the
a gross ignorance righteousness, and judgment (John Holy Spirit transpired. Acts 2 :37
of the nature of 16 :8-11). Such conviction is es- says that those who heard were
"pricked i~ their hearts!' (i.e., conDR. PHELPs
God.
sential to man's salvation.
To the woman at the well in II. The Coming of the Holy Spirit, victed) and asked what they
should do. Peter explained· salvaSamaria, Jesus said, "God is Spir- Acts 2:1-4.
it, and those who worship him
IN the second chapter of Acts, tion, testified, and exhorted them
must wors;hip him in spirit and Luke tells of the coming of the to be saved. About three thousand
truth." By this Christ meant that Holy Spirit. The time was the day souls were added to the kingdom
God is Spirit in the sense that of Pentecost, which came fifty that day (2:41).
Spirit is the essence of his being; days after the Passover, a feast Ill. The Work of the Holy ·Spirit,
he is not material, nor is he de- Jesus had celebrated with his dis- Rom. 8:9-14.
pendent in any way upon matter. ciples the night before his cruciTHE New Testament has much
One reason th~ cosmonaut did not fixion. The exact date of Jesus' to say about the work: of the Holy
see God is that the divine being ascension is not given, but schol- Spirit, but this passage in Rois not a physical person sitting on ars estimate that the Spirit's ad- mans stresses the Spirit's work in
a material throne somewhere in vent was between seven and ten the believer.
·
space. God is a living Spirit.
days after Jesus' physical deparIn Rom. 8:9, the Spirit is called
Today's lesson, which completes ture from " the ' world~
the Spirit of Christ as well as .the ·
a four-week study of the nature of
There is considerable disagree- Spirit of God. Dr. W. T. Conner
God, considers yet another dimen- ment as to whom the "all" in ·2:1 says, "The Holy Spirit and Christ
sion of his being and work. Two refers, but it. would seem to re- • are so related that where the
·weeks ago we studied God the Fa- fer mainly to the apostles. At any Holy Spirit is, there Christ is;
ther. Last Sunday we studied .God rate, the emphasis is on the spirit ·and what the -Holy Spirit does,
the Son, with particular emphasis of unity which prevailed among that C,h,rist does."
on the redemptive work of God in them at their ~eeting.
If the Spirit of Christ does not
Christ. Today we consider God the
Suddenly there came from heav- live ··iii a person, that person fs
Holy Spirit.
en impressive manifestations of spiritually dead. 'The Spirit's presIt" should be said in the beginning power. A sound h:ke the rush . of a: ence is essential to a saved condithat God in these three offices is mighty 'Yind filled .all the house, tion. Man's spirit comes alive benot three gods. He is a Trinity where they were sitting. · There cause of the righteousness which
(literally,, tri-unity); he is one also appeared unto ·them "tongues -the Spirit ·of Christ brings to him.
God, one essence, although · con- like as of fire." The wind and fire
Not only is the Christian in· sisting of three distinct persons are symbols of power and are in- debted to the Spirit for salvation;
in the godhead. Our. difficulty in dicative of the power of the Holy he is also obligated to live by the
Spirit rather than by the .flesh.
comprehending this stems from Spirit.
the fact that the.re is no analogy
As the people in the room were He is · not to be ruled by -carnal
in nature or in man. It is certainly filled with the Holy Spirit, they desir~s or instincts but is to live
not to God's discredit, though, that began to speak in other -tongues under the Spirit, to be ruled by the
man cannot fully comprehend him. "as the Spirit gave them utter- indwelling. Spiri.t,
· In 8:14, Paul says simply that
1. The Promise of the Holy Spirit, ance" (2 :4) . Although it is beyond
John 16:7-11.
the scope ~f this lesson to consider all who follow the leading of God's
IN his farewell address to his the whole question of ·s peaking in · Spirit are the sons of God. This
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being so, the converse must also be
or Two
true. In 8 :9 he declares, "Now if
any man . h'ave not the Sp~rit of
.Christ, he is none of his." -There
· is no such thing as a work of the Harmony
Lord done in the spirit of the
A LITq..E boy had been to
devil. God's straight.-edge f-or Sunday School 'for the first time
measuring our lives is the Spirit and when asked what. they did, he
of Christ.
said: "Everybody sang."
"What did they sing?"
· "I don't know what the rest
of them sang," . he replied, ''but I
A-Arkansas .- Baptist Ntewsmagazilie: 'Thank
you·· (letter) p18
sang
'Casey Jones'.'' ·
B-Ba.ptism; Lord's Supper: On church author-

A Smile

INDEX

ity (letter) p4; Russellville issue (letter) p4 ;
Ruffled feathers (letter) p4. ; Plowed field (letter) PP 4-6; Baptists and slavery (BL) p9 ; Bible,
760 millionth (E) p3 ; Borland, Hazel: Faces with
names p6 ; Bookshelf pl3; Burke, Winfred D.
BSU leader pll ·
C-()a.bot First (FC) p13; Caroline Association
p19 ; Children's Nook • p20; Cover story p9
·
' &-Evangelism Conference: The divine side of
proclamation· and. witnessing pp6-8 ; Good conference (E) pS; p10
· · '
·
F-Feese, Bob to Springdale p12; Feminine
Philosophy: Time-out today p19
B-Raddock, Glen, visiting . lecturer p12 ; , Henderson, James E . to Oakland p12
!-Interest, Missions (E) p3
. .H-Ministry: Supply preacher (letter) ' pl8 ;
Pew, pew, pew (PS) p2
. ·O-O'Giee, Shannon at Pine Bluff pll
P-Pangburn Fil'l!t (FC) p13 ; Parker, Robert
A.: Stewardship speaker piS ; Perspective.: Plant-

She's impossible
A GOLFER was positioning his
ball at tlie first tee when, suddenly~ a gorgeously gowned bride-tobe came running up to him.
· The . golfer wa~ her' away.
"I told you specifically, Cynthia,"
he said; ·~o:NL y if .it .rai;n,s."

Definition

i~BC :P~aptist

fellowship bette.r s) p4.: SBC, •
YOUTH:
Detroit: Bus trip planned pll ; Savage, John E.
whe
' n. people·
to Hooker ·Pll ; Southern College: Ministerial officers plO; Southwestern Seminary: ' Degrees advice. .
awarded P12
·
W-White. Harold D. attending course 'pl'l ;
Williams, Shirley, GA director p10
.

Ke to UatiDp: (BB) Baptist Beliefs; (BL)
Bea.:on Light& af Baptist History; (E) Editorial
(FC) From the Churches ; (FP) Feminine Phil• 0110phy; (Per) Perspective; (PS) Personally
Speakinc; (SS) Sunday School • lesson: (liiR)
. Kiddie af the &..d.

Good shrh1king .

AHencfance Report
January %3. 1966
SllllW Trainiq Ch.
School Unioll Addna.
161
66

Church
Berryville, First
Blytheville
First
Chapel
Gosnell
New Liberty
Camden
Cullendale, First
.First
Crossett, First
Dumas, First
EI Dorado
Caledonia

East Main

First
• Immanuel
Foreman, First
Greenwood, First
Harrison, Eagle Heights
Jacksonville, First
Jasper
Jonesboro
Central
Nettleton
Little Rock
Forest Highlands
Immanuel · •
Rosedale
Magnolia, Central
Monticello, Second
North Little Rock
· Baring C1'088
South Side
Calvary
Central •
Forth-Seventh St.
Gravel Ridge First
Runyan Chapel
Levy

That time in life
are to'0 old . to take

TODAY'S mighty oak is just
ye"Stel'da.y's little nut that stood its
·ground. ·

Agree?

' Park Hill
Sixteenth St.
Sylvan Hills First
Pine Bluff
• ·Centennial
Seeond
Springdale, First
Star City, First
Texarkana, Beech St.
Community Mission
Van Buren
First
Second
Vandervoort, Fi¢
Ward, Cocklebur
· Warren
First
· SOuthside
Immanuel
West Memp'his
Ingram . Blvd.

616
1i0
24.4
102

152

3

28
87
41

2
1

426
466
&10
252.

167
169
1&2
73

38
302.
788
465
166
252
206

62

33
148
517
182
36
104
80
170
81

491
269

173
127

2&3

117

uo

1,119
224
635
281

~7

622
40

184

260

131
91
110

42,
204

93
2'16
134

14

204

lOO

486
866
81
309

87
Hl2
247
22
98

·ss

232 ,
214
421
257
468
16

112
84
1'4'7
106

896
52
411
44

1'75
40
28
39

356
tiS
227'

1111
.117
79

11!6

8
li

a
6

1
6
8
1
2

4
7

•

3-

5
2

2
2

THEN there's the doctor advis- . FIRST boy:. What ·does PrA
20S
116
f
ing OI).e Of his port]y patients: mean?'~.
.
..,
.
"Follow .this d!et, and in-a cou,ple
Second boy: ."J think , it means All. ears
· of months I want to see three- Poor Tired Adults.!'
HUSB~ND , calling wife to the
fourths ·of you . ·b ack here for ~
. phone: "Dear, somebody wants to
checkup.''
·listen to you.''
Progress

Modern age

THAT we've gone· far in medicine
certain you'll agree
What once· we called an 'itch
Is now ari allergy.,

I'm

"OPPORTUNITY . often ]mocks,
Statistics still are s'howing,
But the reason we don't hear it 'is:
· We've got the TV going.
.Daddy's. pride
THE four-year-old came home
ALTHOUGH death and taxes crying every night because one
are· both inevitable, death h~s one . child kept picking at him. After
" thi~ in . its favor. It doesn't get this went on for s.ome . time, ,the
worse every time the legislature father decided .to do something
meets.
about it.
;
He took his son aside, showed
LIKE SWEET ONIONS! .NEW
him how to make a fist, and told
BLUE RIBBON ASSORTMENT ·
him to swing hard. ·
600 S')Veet •onion plants with · free
The next day the four-year-pld
planting guide $3 postpaid ·fresh
h9Y .c~Ip,e running .into the house
from Texas Onion Plant Comjubilantly. .·
·
pany, "home .of the sweet oniOilf,.
Fanners:ville, Texas 75931:
"Daddy!" lte. y~l~ed. happily. '"I
did it. I ,did it.. I hit her!"
. '.
~IUA~Y

3, 1966- ;

CHURCH FURNITURE
At
A

Price
Any Church Can Afford
WAGONER BROTHERS
MANUFACTURING CO.
Write or Call
, , Phone OR 5-2468
BOONEVILLE, ARKANSAS
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Japan

Christ~ans

TOKYO (EP)-Christians in
Japan number 794,586, or just
over eight-tenths of one percent of
the country's total population, according to the Japan Christian
Yearbook just released.
Pl-otestants are in the majority
with 461,321 members, while there
. are 333,265 Roman Catholics. The
194,826-member United Church of
Christ (Kyodan) is the largest
Protestant body. Next largest is
the "Spirit of Jesus" group with
51,042 members.
According to the yearbook, Japan has 5,967 Protestant and 993
Catholic churches. The dominant
religions in Japan are Buddhism
and Shintoism.

Britain Buddhists .
LONDON (EP) -Buddhists in
England now total 300,000 accord:
ing to Phia Maha Viehiter, head
of the Buddhist temple ill Britain.
He made the disclosure · when he
welcomed two Buddhist monks
who arrived here from Bangkok,
Thailand, to help minister to the
spiritual needs of the growing
Buddhist community.

In the world of religion
•••. ACCORDING to a nation-wide survey conducted by the Gallup Poll,
church attendance dropped 1 percent from last year and was 5 percent
lower than ten years ago. The survey showed that 44 percent of the nation's
adults attended church during a typical week in 1965. The figure is based
on answers given by 8,000 persons in various parts of the country to the
question: "Did you laappen to attend church in the pa!jt seven days?"
.•.• Jewish educational bodies from North America, South America, and
Europe have approve.d plans for the first meeting of Ia permanent World
Council on Jewish Education in Israel in July, 1966. A ' $100,000 budget for
the initial planning of the new organization was adopted. Regional Je.wisb
education organizatiolls in the United States, Great Britain, Ar~entina. Canada, and Israel are schedule.d to be charter members of the new permanent
council. Jewish communities in Mexico, Brazil, and South Africa reportedly
are considering affiliatio.n.
. . • . The Lutheran Board of American Missions has reported 64 new congregations in 1965, compared with 60 the previous year. The Board now has
128 fields under development-31 more than a year· ago. These fields are in
the United States, Canada, ·Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
.•.• The Amplified Bible, released in a four edition print run totaling
400,000 copies, led the 1965
publication of Zondervan Publish-ing House books
1
and Bibles.
•
. •.. This country's first national interreligious conference on peace will
be held in Washington Mar. 15-17. Participants in a recent news conference.
regarding the proposed meeting have agreed that the Washington convocation might be 1a first step ·toward an ecumenical gathering oJ all major
religions for a world peace conference.-The Surv.e y Bulletin

See religious revival

Egypt prayer book

LOS ANGELES (EP)-"I beCHICAGO (EP)-Archeologiste
lieve I shall see it," declared Meth- gleaning the area soon to be inodist Bishop Gerald F. Kennedy nundated by the rising waters of
here, referring to a predicted the United Arab Republic's Aswan
"great religious awakening" which Dam believe one of their most imhe said will overtake the United portant discoveries may turn out
to be an ancient Coptic prayer book
States soon.
The 58-year-old prelate in a ser- that may date back to the Second
mon at Whittier First Methodist · Century.
Experts at the University of
Church told his audience he believed "the Methodist Church wiil Chicago's Oriental Institute called
play a great part in it. I believe the book "one of the most. exciting
we are going to see what God can finds" to come from the archeological expeditions they have carried
do for His church."
out in the Nubian Valley for the
last five vears.
Grape strike od~s

DELANO, Calif. (EP) - In
heated arguments, churchmen are
engaged in a battle over the proper
role
of the churches in the bitter
Canada funeral costs
strike of grape workers in Central
O'ITAWA, Ont. (EP)-The cost California.
Some ministers are giving strong
of dying, long a target for reJi.;
gious and other groups in Canada, support to the AFL-CIO Agriculhas risen more than twice a.S much tural Workers Organizing Comas over-all consumer prices since mittee and the National Farm
1956, the Dominion Bureau of Sta- Workers Association. Others say
the issues are far from clear and
tistics reported here.
·A DBS survey, first since 1956, that the strike is not helping the
of
the
reported that the average cost of . economic . conditions
a funeral in 1964 was $448, com- strikers. They say the responsibilpared to $334 nine years ago. This ity for deciding the role of the
increase of 34 percent was com-· church belongs to the local church
pared with a jump of only 16 per- leaders, not those from outside the
cent in the consumer price index Delano area who have been pouring hi to beef up the picket lines.
during the same period.
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